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This thesis investigates the fast-reaction limit for a one dimensional reaction-diffusion
system describing the penetration of the carbonation reaction in concrete. Three con-
ceptually different scaling regimes of the effective diffusivities of the driving chemical
species are explored using matched asymptotics. The limiting models include one-phase
and two-phase generalised Stefan moving boundary problems as well as a nonstandard
two-scale (micro-macro) moving boundary problem. These sharp interface models are
studied to uncover the mechanisms at the free boundary. A power law for the concen-
tration of the chemical species at the interface is derived, as well as the large and small
time asymptotic behaviour of the free boundary and the concentration profiles. Nu-
merical results, supporting the analytical results, are presented throughout this thesis,
including the application of the method of lines to solve the limiting Stefan prob-
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Processes involving aggressive reactions such as carbonation, oxidation and sulfation are
of great importance and understanding the underlying mechanisms has been a popular
research topic [43, 26, 2]. In particular, having a good estimate on the life service
of motorways, bridges, and sewage pipes systems (etc.) can save significant amounts
of money and energy. The carbonation of concrete is vital towards determining the
durability of concrete structures. A good theoretical multiscale understanding of the
evolution of the carbonation reaction in such a complex multiphase material is vital
towards obtaining accurate predictions of the durability of large concrete structures.
These chemical reactions are often modelled as reaction-diffusion and, where ap-
propriate, convection systems [2, 20, 26, 27, 7]. This will be the approach taken here.
We will study the problem of concrete carbonation, and investigate it in the limit of
fast bulk reactions to obtain distinct sharp interface models.
1.1 Concrete Carbonation
The most common way in which reinforced concrete structures fail is by the corrosion
of the reinforcing steel. Two examples of the damaged caused by corrosion are shown in
figure 1.1. The products of corrosion occupy a larger volume than its constituent metal,
increasing the internal pressure, such that spalling and cracks occur. Surrounding the
steel bars, there is a protective oxide layer and it is the destruction of this layer that
allows the steel to corrode. This is caused by either chloride penetration, a decreasing
in the pH of the concrete or both, where the second mechanism accelerates the first.
The latter is caused by concrete carbonation and is dominant in urban environments
with a high concentration of carbon dioxide.
The process of concrete carbonation is a complex physiochemical process but it can
be simplified to the single reaction of atmospheric carbon dioxide with calcium hydrox-
ide found in the pore solution to form water and calcium carbonate. The pore solution
1
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Figure 1.1: Corrosion of the reinforced steel in concrete.
is highly alkaline (pH ≈ 14) and as soon as the pH level decreases the microscopic oxide
layer at the steel reinforcement disappears and the steel can corrode. This corrosion
causes the durability of the structure to reduce dramatically. For more details on con-
crete carbonation and its relevance with respect to corrosion and durability issues, we
refer the reader to [49, 32, 56] as well as to the references cited therein. Figure 1.2 shows
a slice of partially carbonated concrete that has been sprayed with phenolphthalein, a
colourless pH indicator that turns pink when the pH is above 9.5. Two very distinct
regions, pink and colourless, depict the dramatic drop of the pH levels in the concrete
block.
Figure 1.2: Cross-section of partly carbonated concrete. Two distinct zones can be distin-
guished. The pink area corresponds to a high pH where the reaction has not yet taken place and
the colourless region corresponds to a low pH.
The reaction mechanism is as follows
CO2(g→aq) +Ca(OH)2(s→aq) → CaCO3(aq→s) +H2O (1.1)
The atmospheric carbon dioxide diffuses through the unsaturated concrete matrix and
dissolves into the pore water while the calcium hydroxide is available in the pore solution
2
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by dissolution from the solid matrix. Free water and calcium carbonate are the main
products of reaction (1.1). The latter one then quickly precipitates to the solid matrix
[63]. In particular, calcium hydroxide is formed during hydration. The anhydrous
calcium oxide of the cement CaO forms calcium silicate hydrate mCaO·SiO2·nH2O,
denoted by C-S-H, and calcium hydroxide. However, C-S-H is insoluble and does not
dissolve into the pore liquid as Ca(OH)2 does. Despite this, C-S-H also reacts with
CO2 but the exact stoichiometric relations are unknown due to the many stages of
C-S-H. As a consequence, the available macroscopic models capturing carbonation in
concrete are complex and involve a large number of parameters. The challenge is to
find minimal models that can accurately predict CO2 penetration depths. In fact,
C-S-H’s reaction with CO2 does not affect the alkalinity of the pore liquid [61]. For
simplicity and with a minimal model in mind, C-S-H and its reactions will be neglected.
Another interesting process taking place in the concrete carbonation procedure is called
”curing”. In practice, after mixing the concrete, the pores are maintained saturated
with water for the hydration reactions to take place. During this period, this excess
of water prevents any carbonation from happening. However, we will only concern
ourselves with reaction (1.1).
The literature on the problem of concrete carbonation is vast due to the poten-
tially devastating effects the corrosion of steel can cause. Further, the process is not
only complex due to the amount of reactions taking place but there is also a large
number of material/environment parameters involved. Material parameters include
the composition of cement and concrete, porosity and pore size distribution. Further,
environmental conditions such as the external carbon dioxide concentration, relative
humidity and temperature all play a role. One of the first and leading articles is Pa-
padakis et. al. [49] where a model for the carbonation of concrete in the limit of a
CO2 diffusion controlled environment is constructed. From a mathematical modelling
perspective, the literature includes multi-scale carbonation, one or two moving reac-
tion strips, as well as moving sharp interface models that investigate the above material
and environmental parameters [43, 6, 46]. More rigorous analysis on the choice of mod-
els to determine the existence and uniqueness of solutions also exist such as [44, 45].
Numerical approaches allow a more detailed modelling to investigate the parameters.
Examples include [38, 58] in one dimension and [59, 61] in two dimensions, where a
finite element approach is considered in all of them. Other techniques and approaches
include the unreacted core model [9] which considers a transitional zone rather than
a sharp interface approach, mesoscale models [57, 67] and statistical models [64, 42].
All the above papers have one aim in common: to be able to predict the carbona-
tion depth. Despite all this on-going research, the huge amount of parameters and
complexity makes it difficult to propose a model that is able to obtain an accurate
approximation for a general setting.
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Our objective is no different here from the literature’s common aim. We want
to understand how fast the reaction (1.1) moves into the material, driven by CO2
diffusion. We want to use a detailed reaction layer analysis to determine the speed of
growth of the macroscopic carbonated phase (the colourless region in figure 1.2). In
other words, we want to find the boundary conditions that need to be imposed at the
reaction interface to describe its correct motion. Concrete carbonation is a complicated
process, a snapshot of which is given in this thesis. However, instead of elaborating a
more detailed and hence complex model with an increasing amount of parameters, we
simplify the whole procedure to discover that the main interesting leading behaviours
can be derived.
To this aim, we introduce a basic macroscopic reaction-diffusion model to describe
the aqueous chemistry and transport involved in (1.1). However, before moving on, we
note that this model will lead to one-phase and two-phase generalised Stefan problems.
Again, the literature on Stefan problems is vast, as well as all the possible applications.
Stefan problems were first introduced to model the melting of ice in 1890 and since then
have been a constant area of research [19, 40, 33, 34, 22]. Several numerical methods
have been implemented and many studies of all these different types can be found in
[25, 8, 29]. However, the method of lines introduced by Meyer [41] is one of the most
popular.
1.2 Model
We consider a sample of concrete occupying a region Ω ⊂ Rd, d = 1, 2, 3 with the vector
x directed into the concrete. Denote Γ to be the boundary of Ω with outward unit
normal n. Further, let ΓR be exposed to an external source of CO2 and Γ
N is assumed
impervious to all reaction species, Γ = ΓR
⋃
ΓN . Let c = c(x, t) and h = h(x, t) be the
concentrations of CO2(aq) and Ca(OH)2(aq) respectively, expressed as moles per unit
volume (i.e. the intrinsic concentrations). We let the reactants CO2 and Ca(OH)2
diffuse and the product CaCO3 is assumed to be static. We adopt the following set of
reaction-diffusion equations,
InΩ, t > 0 :
∂c
∂t
= ∇ · (Dc∇c)−R(c, h) , (1.2)
∂h
∂t
= ∇ · (Dh∇h)−R(c, h) , (1.3)
with boundary conditions
onΓR n · (−Dc∇c) = H∗(c∗ − c), n · (−Dh∇h) = 0, (1.4)




at t = 0 c = c∗ci(x), h = h0hi(x). (1.6)
Here R is the carbonization rate with reaction rate coefficient k. In particular, we will
be considering reaction terms of the form
R(c, h) = kcphq, (1.7)
where p and q are positive constants. The initial hydroxide concentration has a rep-
resentative value (taken as maximum) denoted by the constant h0 and c∗ is the av-
erage external atmospheric concentration of CO2, the most common situation being
hi(x) = 1, ci(x) = 0 for x ∈ Ω.
The diffusion coefficients Dc ≡ Dc(c, h; k) and Dh ≡ Dh(c, h; k) are those of CO2
and Ca(OH)2 respectively, which are not necessarily constant. Not only can the diffu-
sion coefficients be concentration dependent but we also allow them to vary with the
reaction rate coefficient. The modelling as well as the experimental literature, regard
Dh as negligible compared to Dc [62, 51]. However, it is not possible to experimentally
measure Dc in concrete since the results are falsified by carbonation occuring during the
testing [61]. Hence, its choice has been widely studied [58, 38, 61, 35, 3] without a clear
consensus on how to model its behaviour. The value of Dc has actually been computed
from measurements for carbonated and uncarbonated concrete in [50], and although
the results are not given, they report a decrease in its value. The two main factors,
but not the only ones, that affect Dc are the porosity and relative humidity. The rel-
ative humidity is regarded as an environmental condition and will not be considered
here. Experimental results show that as time increases and the reaction penetrates the
concrete further, the porosity decreases [38, 50]. In this way, the diffusion coefficient
of CO2 may be expressed as Dc = DˆcwΦ(h) where w is a tortuosity factor and Φ(h)
is the porosity which depends on the concentration of Ca(OH)2. Justifying a possible
Ca(OH)2 dependence of the diffusivity. In [38], Φ1 has been taken as an exponential
law. Also, in [60] and [61] an exponential law for one of the many terms composing Dc
has been adopted and in [35] the diffusion versus time plots show an exponential like
decrease in Dc. This has motivated the consideration of the Dc, Dh dependence linked










, i = c, h, (1.8)
where νc, νh are suitable constants, Rc, Rh are based on partial reaction rates and D
0
c ,
D0h are taken as the maximum values of the diffusion coefficients. This form of diffusion
coefficients is the main modelling assumption and the idea is introduced by Evans [20]
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for silicon oxidation. We now apply it to the case of concrete carbonation. Note that
this model holds independently of the space dimension and so can be used for arbitrary




reaction zone reaction zone
Figure 1.3: Schematic view of a one- and two-dimensions carbonation scenario respectively.
The transfer of CO2 from the air to water phase (and vice versa) and the disso-
lution of Ca(OH)2 from the solid matrix to water phase (and vice versa) are in local
equilibrium i.e. all production terms by Henry’s law vanish. As such, from a modelling
perspective, we may justify the robin boundary condition for the aqueous carbon diox-
ide in (1.4) as follows. Denoting the concentration of gaseous carbon dioxide CO2(g) , in
the concrete by cg with diffusion coefficient Dcg , its external atmospheric concentration
c∗g at the exposed concrete surface is given by
on ΓR
−
n · (−Dcg∇cg) = H∗g (c∗g − cg),
where H∗g is the mass transfer constant. Considering a thin region at the surface, a
mass flux balance gives
n · (−Dc∇c)|ΓR+ + n · (−Dcg∇cg)
∣∣
ΓR




on taking no flux for the aqueous carbon dioxide at the outer surface ΓR
−
. Assume
the equilibrium balance c = CHcg for the local exchange of gaseous and aqueous car-
bon dioxide, where CH is the temperature dependent dimensionless Henry constant, a






, c∗ = CHc∗g.
We remark that the assumption of equilibrium balance between gaseous and aqueous
carbon dioxide means that Dc should be taken as Dcg , the governing equation (1.2)
then being consistent with the models of [49, 51] when written in terms of cg. More
sophisticated models may relax this equilibrium assumption, allowing CO2 in the gas
and aqueous phases to be considered separately.
As mentioned earlier, we assume the product calcium carbonate to be static; how-
ever its formation may be modelled using a rate equation. Let z = z(x, t) be the
6
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concentration of CaCO3, then
∂z
∂t
= R(c, h), (1.9)
where its diffusivity is taken as being negligible. As such the amount of carbonate
can be determined once (1.2)-(1.6) is solved, together with specifying a suitable initial
condition e.g. z = 0 at t = 0.
It is worth mentioning that although we concentrate on concrete carbonation, the
above model can be applied to many other settings. An example is the oxidation of
binary alloys with surface poisons introduced by Hagan et.al. [26]. A small introduction
for comparison purposes is given next.
1.2.1 Oxidation of binary alloys with surface poisons
Engineering alloys can form a protective layer of metal oxide at the surface so when
exposed to high temperature corrosive environments, this external oxide layer separates
the reactive metal from the environment. The formation of this outside layer is called
external oxidation. However, in the absence of this protective layer, the metal oxide
particles can be formed within the alloy causing its failure. This is known as internal
oxidation. Surface poisons block the reversible reaction at the surface, in which oxygen
atoms are formed. Hagan et. al. [26] investigate the effect of these surface poisons
and discover how they can lead to the creation of external oxide layers in alloys that
previously would have failed due to the occurrence of internal oxidation. The bulk
oxidation reaction considered for metal A is
A+ qO → AOq
where A denote metal atoms, O oxygen atoms and q is a positive integer. Let A,
C and Z denote the concentration of metal A atoms, oxygen atoms and AOq atoms
respectively. Taking the alloy surface at x = 0, the governing equations are

























at t = 0 A = A0, C = 0, Z = 0 for 0 < x <∞.
Here R(A,C) is the rate of the oxidation reaction and DM , D0 are the diffusion coef-
ficients of metal atoms in the alloy and of oxygen respectively. Both are taken to be
constant and the diffusion of the oxide AOq is assumed to be negligible. Further, A0
is a constant representing the initial state of the alloy. It is assumed that all surface
reactions providing oxygen to the alloy have first order reverse reactions in the con-
centration of oxygen at the surface. Therefore kC∗ represents the production by the
forward reactions and kC(t, 0) represents the loss due to reverse reactions.
The addition of a convection term to (1.2)-(1.3) leads to models investigated for
silicon oxidation [30, 31, 20, 22], marble sulfation [13] and internal oxidation of binary
alloys [27] amongst others. Below, a brief introduction on the modifications needed for
(1.2)-(1.6) are introduced for the particular case of silicon oxidation.
1.2.2 Silicon Oxidation
The oxidation of silicon is an important stage in the fabrication and process modelling of
silicon device technologies. The process of the oxidation of silicon involves the reaction
of an oxidant (either oxygen or steam) with silicon to form silicon oxide. The reaction
equation is therefore
Si + O2 → SiO2,
for oxygen, and
Si + 2H2O→ SiO2 + 2H2,
for steam. The silicon oxide formed during the reaction occupies a greater volume than
the original silicon and is this associated volume expansion that makes the oxidation
stage important. The volume expansions cause stresses and if these get too large then
dislocation takes place and so the whole model breaks down. Therefore, special care is
needed at this stage. Figure 1.4 shows a sketch of how the device evolves with time.
The full oxidation problem is two-dimensional, but the behaviour far from the nitride
cap is one-dimensional in nature.
The most widely accepted model for silicon oxidation is that of Deal and Grove
[16] in which a number of assumptions for the process related to the chemistry are
made. In the one-dimensional case the oxide, being incompressible, moves as a rigid
body so that there is no need to consider its deformation. We define the oxide region
to be −f(t) < y < h(t), where y = −f(t) is the Si/SiO2 interface and y = h(t)
is the SiO2/oxidant interface (see figure 1.5). In this region the diffusion of oxidant,






















y = −f(0) = 0
Figure 1.5: Silicon oxidation domain.











, in − f(t) < y < h(t) (1.10)
on y = h(t), D
∂c
∂y
= H(c∗ − c) ; (1.11)









































at t = 0, c = 0, f = 0, h = a . (1.14)
Here, D is the diffusion coefficient, H is the gas-phase transport coefficient, c∗ is the
equilibrium concentration of oxidant in the oxide and k is the reaction coefficient.
Equation (1.11) represents the absorption reaction which is taken to be first order, as
is the silicon oxidation reaction in (1.12). Equation (1.13) represents conservation of
silicon and here γ is the ratio of the specific volume of silicon to that of oxide and β is
the number of oxidant molecules which react with a unit of volume of silicon to create
a volume γ of oxide. For more details on this model we refer the reader to [31].
The Deal and Grove model above appears to give results in good agreement with
experiment except for the growth of extremely thin oxides, when the physical mech-
anisms involved do not seem to be well understood. Below we summarise a system
9
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of homogeneous reaction-convection-diffusion equations introduced by King [30] and
further discussed in [20, 22].
Let n1, n2 and c be the concentration in moles per unit volume of Si, SiO2 and
oxidant respectively. Silicon oxidation is modelled as a homogeneous reaction with
volume change as follows
















































n1 + γn2 = n,
with boundary conditions
on y = h(t) D
∂c
∂y





= 0, v = h,
as y → −∞ c→ 0, n1 → 1, n2 → 0,
and appropriate initial conditions. Here, n is the number of moles per unit volume of
pure Si; D = D(n1) is the diffusion coeffcient of oxidant and D = Dm(n1) is the mutual
diffusion coefficient of Si and SiO2, both not necessarily constant; v is the local velocity;
H is the gas-phase transport coefficient; c∗ is the equilibrium concentration of oxidant
in the oxide; γ is the ratio of the specific volume of silicon to that of oxide. Again, the
Robin boundary condition on y = h represents the absorption reaction which is taken
to be first order.
This model is the analogous formulation to the set of reaction-diffusion equations
(1.2)-(1.6) with added convection. Investigating two different regimes for the oxidant
diffusivity in the fast reaction - slow diffusion limit leads to distinct sharp interface
models for oxidation. The resulting models correspond to Stefan like problems that
reproduce the Deal and Grove model (1.10)-(1.14). In this thesis, we derive the analogy
of this for the concrete case.
Finally, for the internal oxidation of binary alloys, the convection term represents
the bulk motion of the alloy away from the region to accommodate the extra volume




1.3 Approach and organisation of the thesis
We have introduced a basic reaction-diffusion model (1.2)-(1.6) to describe the aqueous
chemistry and transport involved in (1.1). In it, our main assumption has been to let
the diffusion coefficient be concentration and reaction rate dependent as shown in (1.8).
From now on we will consider (1.2)-(1.6) in one-space dimension. In other words, we
only have into account the situation depicted on the left of figure 1.3. We then use the
technique of matched asymptotics [4] to perform a detailed analysis of the reaction layer
for various physically relevant scaling regimes. These regimes will depend in the size of
a relative transport parameter, which measures the characteristic ratio of diffusion and
concentrations for CO2 and Ca(OH)2. Further, we investigate three different possible
situations in regard to the diffusivities.
In chapter 2 we introduce the one-dimensional model and look at the first diffusion
coefficient regime, where they remain order 1. We refer to this regime as slowly varying.
This is the usual case which has received attention in the literature [26, 30, 43]. The
other regimes, allow the diffusion coefficients to change their orders of magnitude in
terms of a parameter ǫ. The diffusion coefficients are now termed rapidly varying. In
chapter 3 we consider the second regime where we have only a rapidly varying CO2
diffusivity, with the Ca(OH)2 diffusivity slowly varying. Finally, as a third regime,
looked at in chapter 4, we consider the effects of rapidly varying CO2 and Ca(OH)2
diffusivities simultaneously. All these cases lead to the derivation of conceptually dif-
ferent sharp interface models which are summarised in chapter 6. We see three main
types; namely, one and two-phase Stefan like problems and two scale micro-macro free
boundary problems. The latter is a completely new type of model in which the speed
of the reaction interface is updated from a smaller length scale. Additionally, numeri-
cal results of the original system obtained using COMSOL Multiphysics are showed in
sections 2.4, 3.2 and 4.2. These include a base case, in which the parameter values are
chosen to match with the literature and a parameter variation section where the effects
of changes to the parameter values are investigated. These corroborate the asymptotic
results obtained for the various scaling cases. Moreover, using the information gath-
ered from the numerical simulations, chapters 2, 3 and 4, are completed with a plot
of the free boundary and, where applicable, of the boundary conditions needed at the
reaction interface.
In chapters 5 and 6 we concentrate on analysing the resulting Stefan like problems
from the previous three chapters. In the rapidly varying diffusion regimes, the Stefan
problem is coupled to a micro problem, resulting in a one- or two-phase micro-macro
Stefan like problem, depending on the scaling regime. These micro problems essentially
determine the kinetic conditions necessary at the interface. For slowly varying diffu-
sivities, these conditions are zero. The micro problems are composed of two second
order ordinary differential equations and can be seen as stand-alone systems. Chapter
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5 addresses whether these micro problems are set up correctly. An eigenmode anal-
ysis is carried out to determine the number of conditions imposed by the boundary
conditions to ensure a well defined problem. We then solve these using MATLAB and
compare the results to the ones obtained for the full reaction-diffusion system done in
sections 2.4, 3.2 and 4.2. A power law for the kinetic conditions is also derived in the
asymptotic limit of zero reaction speed, which is equivalent to the large time behaviour
of the reaction. This is a novel result that builds on the new two scale micro-macro
type of Stefan problem. Chapter 6 summarises the results from the previous chapters
by stating all the different types of generalised Stefan problems coupled to their re-
spective micro problems. One of the main aims is to determine the speed of growth
of the macroscopic carbonated phase, denoted the interface. The boundary condi-
tions necessary at the interface have already been determined and they have led to the
consideration of the micro problems discussed in detail in chapter 5. To continue to
investigate the behaviour of the interface, solutions to the generalised Stefan problems
are required. Analytically, it is of interest to calculate the small and especially the large
time behaviour of the interface and concentration profiles. We apply the approach seen
in [26] as follows. Asymptotic approximations of the two limiting behaviours t ≪ 1
and t ≫ 1 are done in section 6.2, where the two and three term expansions obtained
are also compared to the behaviours derived from the full reaction-diffusion system.
Numerically, the full sharp interface Stefan problems can be solved. The method of
lines [41] is applied and its results are recorded in section 6.3. To conclude this thesis,
several two dimensional geometries are modelled in chapter 7 for the different types of
diffusion coefficients considered in chapters 2, 3 and 4.
In essence, the main new contributions made by this thesis are the application of a
reaction dependent diffusion coefficient leading to two scale micro-macro free boundary
problems (chapters 3, 4), the power law for the kinetic conditions (chapter 5) and
the asymptotic small and large time approximations of the free boundary (chapter 6).
Numerically, it is also worth mentioning, the application of the method of lines (chapter
6), as well as the implementation of the carbonation model into COMSOL Multiphysics
all throughout this thesis.
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Concrete Carbonation with Slowly
Varying Diffusivity
In the present Chapter we formulate the one-space dimensional form of the reaction-
diffusion model (1.2)-(1.6) and look at the fast reaction limit. The technique of matched
asymptotics is used to derive the sharp interface models for the simplest diffusion case
in which both Dc and Dh remain order 1 and have no explicit dependence on neither
the concentration nor the reaction rate coefficient. This slowly varying regime will
provide a useful base case against which to compare the effects of more rapidly varying
diffusivities later in Chapters 3 and 4. Numerical results, supporting the asymptotics,
illustrate the behaviour of the concentration profiles for several parameter regimes, as
well as the behaviour of the free boundary.
2.1 The one-dimensional model equations
We consider the concrete occupying a one-dimensional slab geometry Ω = [0, L]. The
x-axis being directed into the concrete with surface x = 0 exposed to an external source
of CO2, whilst the surface x = L is assumed impervious to all reaction species. Using
the same notation as in section 1.2, we arrive at the one-dimensional case of (1.2)-(1.6)






















−R(c, h) , (2.2)
with boundary conditions
onx = 0 −Dc ∂c
∂x













at t = 0 c = c∗ci(x), h = h0hi(x). (2.5)
We nondimensionalise as follows






c D¯c, Dh = D
0
hD¯h, R(c, h) = θr(c¯, h¯),
where L is a characteristic length scale, θ a representative reaction rate scaling and we
have taken D0c and D
0
h as the maximum values of the diffusion coefficients. Dropping
¯’s, we obtain



























= −r(c, h), (2.7)
with boundary conditions
onx = 0 −Dc ∂c
∂x











at t = 0 c = ci(x), h = hi(x), (2.10)
















In the semi-infinite concrete case, L is at our disposal and can be taken to be D0c/H
∗
so that H = 1. Moreover, if H∗ is infinite, then the Robin boundary condition in (2.3)
simplifies to the Dirichlet boundary condition c = c∗ and so (2.8) becomes c = 1 if L is
finite. In the semi-infinite regime, L will remain a free parameter with the lower bound
D0cc
∗/θ < L2, since the parameter range of relevance is δ ≤ O(ǫ) with ǫ ≪ 1 in order
to evaluate the fast reaction limit ǫ→ 0. The scaling θ is chosen so that r(c, h) ≤ 1 for
0 ≤ c ≤ 1, 0 ≤ h ≤ 1. To be more precise, for reaction terms of the form (1.7), we take
r(c, h) = cphq, (2.11)
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Typical values of the dimensional parameters are given in Table 2.1. It is worth
mentioning that, experimentally, there are two types of settings, natural and acceler-
ated. Parameter values for both are given in Table 2.1. Natural environments normally
contain 0.03− 0.05% CO2, with the evolution of the carbonation depth being slow and
taking many years (typically 5-10 years). An accelerated carbonation chamber, ex-
poses concrete to 50% CO2 which dramatically reduces the time needed to perform
experiments from years to a matter of days (typically upto 20 days). In [50] a time
relationship between accelerated and normal environments for the carbonation depth
is given such that t1/t2 ∼ 103, where t1 is the time required under normal exposure and
t2 under accelerated conditions. The reaction rate given corresponds to the common
partial reaction orders p = q = 1. However, other values of these, 0.9 ≤ p, q ≤ 1.5,
also seem appropriate. A representative length L can be of the order of centimetres
upto several metres i.e. L = 0.1 − 10m depending upon the situation and geometry
considered. All these give the estimates for the non-dimensionalised parameters shown
in Table 2.2. The parameter range of relevance is thus
ǫ << 1, δ ≤ O(ǫ), µ << 1, H = O(1), (2.12)








is typically small or at most order 1 [49]. The CO2 interfacial exchange parameter H
is estimated using the maximum values of the CO2 diffusivities, which are expected





that H = LH∗g/D
0
cg , the larger values of this parameter suggesting that the interface
exchanges are close to equilibrium.
Note that the diffusion coefficients now have dependencies on the parameter ǫ i.e.
Dc = Dc(c, h; ǫ), Dh = Dh(c, h; ǫ) being the general form. As introduced in (1.8),
we will focus on the simpler dependency cases Dc(h; ǫ), Dh(c; ǫ). In particular, three
distinct cases will be discussed: the simplest of these (chapter 2) has Dc = O(1) for
h = O(1) and Dh = O(1) for c = O(1), the second (chapter 3) has Dc = O(ǫ
2) for
h = O(1) with h > 0 and Dh = O(1) for c = O(1), while the final scenario (chapter
4) considers Dc = O(ǫ
2) for h = O(1) with h > 0 and Dh = O(δ
2) for c = O(1) with
c > 0.
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−1) 1.16× 10−2 1.16× 10−2
c∗ (mol m−3) 4.38 2.71× 10−3
h0 (mol m−3) 1.04× 103 1.04× 103
k (m3mol−1s−1) 1.74× 10−5 4.6× 10−5
Table 2.1: Typical parameter values for natural and accelerated carbonation obtained from
[38], [60], [49], [51]. Concentrations are expressed in units of mol m−3 for consistency with the
reaction rate (partial orders of the reaction being p = q = 1); the molar masses of 44.01 g for
CO2 and 74 g for Ca(OH)2 may be used to convert to units of g m
−3.
Nondimensional
parameter Value (accelerated) Value (natural)
ǫ2 10−9 − 10−4 10−9 − 10−4
δ2 10−11 − 10−7 10−10 − 10−5
µ 10−3 10−6
H 104 − 107 104 − 107
Table 2.2: Estimated nondimensional parameters using values in Table 2.1.
2.2 The sharp interface model derivation
The limit ǫ→ 0 will be considered; Ortoleva el.al. [47] refer to this as the fast-aqueous-
reaction asymptotics. This corresponds to the bulk reaction being very rapid and the
reaction is expected therefore to be essentially in equilibrium (c = 0 or h = 0 at leading
order in ǫ) except in a thin boundary layer, the reaction zone, where virtually all the
carbonation occurs.
The location of the reaction zone will be denoted by x = s(t; ǫ), which here is
taken as a suitable point within its centre. Its specification is not unique and even
experimentally there is no consensus on its definition [11]. Since our reaction species
have monotonic concentration profiles, for definiteness we take s(t; ǫ) as the position
where the concentrations of CO2 and Ca(OH)2 cross, i.e.
s(t; ǫ) = {x ∈ [0, L]|c(x, t) = h(x, t)}. (2.13)
As the reaction zone is very thin, s(t; ǫ) may be used to represent the position of the
carbonation reaction front. In the literature there are alternative ways of defining
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such a front (see the discussion in [38]). A common one is to use the degree of local
carbonation as represented through a suitable high concentration isoline of the reaction
product CaCO3. Nevertheless, these alternative definitions should be equivalent to
within the asymptotic thickness of the reaction zone.
The regions in which the reaction zone is in equilibrium are denoted as outer regions,
where outer 1 has h = o(1) and outer 2 has c = o(1). Figure 2.1 illustrates schematically














react ion/carbonat ion zone
uncarbonated concrete
.
Figure 2.1: A schematic illustration of the carbonation process in concrete. CO2 enters
the concrete and diffuses to the reaction (or carbonation) zone, where it rapidly reacts with
Ca(OH)2. Shown qualitatively are the concentration profiles c(x, t), h(x, t) and the reaction
zone’s position s(t; ǫ) at a fixed time t. The asymptotic structure of the reaction zone depends
upon the properties of the diffusivities. It can be just a single region (as for the slowly varying
diffusivities later on in this chapter) or have more than one region (as described in chapters 3
and 4 for rapidly varying diffusivities).
The details of the reaction zone depend crucially on the behaviour of the diffusion
coefficients, which we investigate in this and the next two chapters. For each regime we
perform asymptotic expansions and consider the system’s dependence on the size of the
relative transport parameter. Further, for generality in derivation, we keep µ = O(1)
and consider its vanishing limit later on in chapter 6 when seeking to solve the resulting
sharp interface Stefan problems. However, before addressing all these different possible
scenarios, we note general results which will apply for all cases.
2.2.1 Outer solutions
We take the limit ǫ → 0 and pose expansions of c and h to obtain two outer regions,
in which the reaction is in equilibrium (i.e. c ≡ 0 or h ≡ 0), as described below. These
expansions depend on the values of p and q. However, here we are only concerned
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about the leading order behaviour which will be the same regardless of the values of
p and q. Nevertheless, this dependence on p and q will appear when dealing with the
correction terms (see Appendix A) and so for completeness we state the expansions in
detail here. The location of the reaction zone also requires expansion. However, we
denote the leading order term s(t) and note that the higher order terms do not impact
in the analysis to the orders of the calculations considered.
Outer1 0 < x < s(t) (carbon dioxide region)
For q ≤ 1 we pose the expansions
c = c0 + ǫ
2c1 + . . . , h = h0 + ǫ
2h1 + . . . , (2.14)
and for q > 1 we pose instead
c = c0 + ǫ
2
q−1 c1 + . . . , h = h0 + ǫ
2
q−1h1 + . . . . (2.15)
Substituting (2.14) or (2.15) into (2.6), (2.7) gives
h0 = 0












where Dc0(c, h; ǫ) = Dc(c0, 0; 0), for any q. Note that the right hand side of (2.16) is 0.
In fact, for q ≤ 1, h ≡ 0 algebraically for all orders in ǫ and so it is exponentially small.
For q > 1, the reaction term will appear for the first time at O(ǫ
4
q−1 ). More details on
the correction terms can be found in Appendix A.
Outer 2 s(t) < x < 1 (calcium hydroxide region)
For p ≤ 1 we pose the expansions
c = c0 + ǫ
2c1 + . . . , h = h0 + ǫ
2h1 + . . . , (2.17)
and for p > 1 we pose instead
c = c0 + ǫ
2
p−1 c1 + . . . , h = h0 + ǫ
2
p−1h1 + . . . . (2.18)
Substituting the expansions into (2.6), (2.7) we obtain
c0 = 0
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where Dh0(c, h; ǫ) = Dh(0, h0; 0), for any p. This equation may simplify further de-
pending upon the relative sizes of δ and ǫ. Further, note that the reaction term does
not play a roll in (2.19). For p ≤ 1, c ≡ 0 algebraically to all orders in ǫ and so c is
exponentially small. For p > 1, the reaction term will first appear in the hydroxide
governing equation at O(ǫ
4
p−1 ). More details on the correction terms can be found in
Appendix A.
Outside the reaction zone, the reaction rate is negligible. In outer 1, 0 < x < s(t),
h is negligible and so it is essentially calcium hydroxide free, having been used up in
the reaction to form calcium carbonate. In outer 2, s(t) < x < 1, c is negligible, giving
a region of almost pure calcium hydroxide.
2.2.2 Interface conditions
In practical terms it is the outer regions that are the ones of most significance; however,
the interior layer must be analysed to obtain the continuity conditions linking both

































representing conservation of mass. Using the outer solutions this yields,












−, t) + h0(s+, t)). (2.20)
This represents the Stefan type moving boundary condition on (2.16) and (2.19) for
outers 1 and 2 respectively. However, we still remain two conditions short in terms of
specifying the moving boundary problem for (2.16) and (2.19). These final conditions
can only be found by undertaking an interior layer analysis of the reaction zone. They
correspond to kinetic conditions and will take the general form
c0(s
−, t) = Φ1(s˙), h0(s+, t) = Φ2(s˙), (2.21)
where the functions Φ1 and Φ2 are to be determined. To complete the sharp interface
statement we require suitable initial conditions. These are parameter sensitive, the
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most usual situation being
at t = 0 c0 = ci(x) for 0 < x < s(0),
h0 = hi(x) for s(0) < x < 1,
s(0) = s0,
(2.22)
with, more often than not, the initial position of the reaction zone being taken at the
concrete surface s0 = 0. In certain parameter regimes, there is an initial carbonation
stage in which the reaction zone remains in its initial location for a finite time t0. In
this case we modify (2.22) to
at t = t0 c0 = Ci(x) for 0 < x < s(t0),
h0 = Hi(x) for s(t0) < x < 1,
s(t0) = s0,
(2.23)
where Ci and Hi are the resulting concentration profiles at the end of this initial
carbonation stage.
The moving boundary problem (2.16), (2.19), (2.20), (2.21) with (2.22) or (2.23)
is a two-phase problem in the regime δ = O(ǫ). When δ ≪ ǫ, it degenerates to a
one-phase problem where Φ2 is no longer needed.
2.3 Interior (reaction) layer analysis
We start by considering the simplest case in which neither Dc nor Dh have any explicit
dependence upon ǫ. As such they remain order 1, which we refer to as slowly varying.
To describe the interior layer we need to find a balance in (2.6) and (2.7) such that the
reaction term r 6= 0 at leading order. In view of (2.16) we see that the flux of c must be
O(1) in the reaction layer. The reaction layer for slowly varying diffusivities comprises
a single region whose behaviour is affected by the dependence of the parameter δ on
ǫ. We describe this region for the parameter range δ ≤ ǫ, larger values of δ not being
physically relevant for the carbonation problem.




and so by (2.10) we will obtain
h0 = hi(x) in s(t) < x < 1 .
This suggests that h must be O(1) in the reaction layer. Further, for δ = O(ǫ) we
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which gives a different solution behaviour described in more detail in section 2.3.3.
The fullest balance in (2.6) and (2.7) is obtained for δCR = ǫ
p+2
p+1 . Thus we obtain
three possible asymptotic regimes for the parameter range δ ≤ ǫ, namely δ ≤ δCR,
δCR ≪ δ ≪ ǫ and δ = O(ǫ). For the remainder of this section we will consider these 3
cases separately and derive their corresponding sharp interface models.
2.3.1 Case δ ≤ δCR
Here, δCR = ǫ
p+2
p+1 and it refers to the value of δ for which we obtain the fullest possible
balance in the governing equations.
The required inner scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ
2
p+1 x¯, c = ǫ
2





































c¯ = c¯0 + o(1), h¯ = h¯0 + o(1),
with
Dc(c, h) ∼ Dc(0, h¯0), Dh(c, h) ∼ Dh(0, h¯0),
we obtain at leading order the following two possibilities:











where A1(t) arises from integrating and is a function of t to be determined. Matching
into outer 2, the matching conditions
as x¯→ +∞ c¯0 → 0, Dc∂c¯0
∂x¯
→ 0, h¯0 → h0(s+, t), (2.29)
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give
A1(t) = −s˙h0(s+, t). (2.30)





and Figure 2.1 shows the phase plane. For p 6= 1 the behaviour around
the equilibrium point is nonlinear. The solution to the system (2.27)-(2.28) with (2.30)


































































Figure 2.2: The reaction zone phase plane for p = q = 1.
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where A2(t) is a function of t to be determined. Matching into outer 2, the matching
conditions (2.29) and


















− s˙h0(s+, t) = −s˙h0(s+, t).
Hence, A(t) := A1(t) = A2(t). The matching conditions for outer 1 are






, h¯0 → 0, (2.34)













Further, by (2.24) we necessarily have
c0(s
−, t) = 0, (2.36)
as the“missing” second moving boundary condition for (2.16) i.e. Φ1 = 0 in (2.21),
and so (2.35) with (2.36) correspond to (2.20) with (2.21). Finally, note that Φ2 is not
required here. Hence, for δ ≤ δCR, we obtain the following one-phase problem











onx = 0 −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= H(1− c0), (2.38)




at t = 0 c0 = ci(x) for 0 ≤ x ≤ s0, s = s0, (2.40)
with h0 = hi(x) for s(t) ≤ x ≤ 1.
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2.3.2 Case δCR ≪ δ ≪ ǫ
The scalings in this case are given by






























































h¯1 + . . . ,
with
Dc(c, h) ∼ Dc(0, h¯0), Dh(c, h) ∼ Dh(0, h¯0),





















At first order we have (for brevity we only record the case in which both diffusivities are
constant, additional terms from the expansion of the diffusivities being present when









































where A(t) is a function of t to be determined. Matching into outer 1, the matching
conditions
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The matching conditions for outer 2,






















− s˙h0(s+, t) = −s˙h0(s+, t).
Hence, we obtain the interface condition






which corresponds to (2.20). Again, we necessarily have c0(s
−, t) = 0 and thus Φ1 = 0
in (2.21) with Φ2 not required. We then arrive at the same one phase Stefan problem as
stated in (2.37)-(2.40). Note that here it is the first order terms which allow the fluxes
to be matched with the outer regions. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic representation of
















c = [C02] h = [Ca(OH)2]
Outer 1 Inner Outer 2
Figure 2.3: A schematic illustration of the asymptotic regions for slowly varying diffusivitives
(Dc = O(1), Dh = O(1)) in the parameter case δ ≪ ǫ. The regions outer 1 (0 < x < s(t))
and outer 2 (s(t) < x < 1) are the two outer regions surrounding a single interior reaction
layer denoted inner. Its width of O(θ) is such that θ = ǫ
2






δCR ≪ δ ≪ ǫ.
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2.3.3 Case δ = O(ǫ)
In this parameter case, an altogether quite different scenario takes place. First there
is an initial period in which the reaction zone remains at the surface. This period may
be termed stage I carbonation, using the terminology introduced for metal oxidation
[26] where a similar situation occurs. During this stage, the hydroxide at the surface
is depleted, the details of which are described in Appendix B.1. This stage ends at
a finite time t0 when the surface hydroxide concentration becomes small (i.e. zero at
leading order). After this, stage II carbonation takes place where the reaction zone
moves into the concrete, which we describe here.
The required inner scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ
2
p+q+1 x¯, c = ǫ
2



































c¯ = c¯0 + ǫ
2h¯1 + . . . , c¯ = c¯0 + ǫ
2h¯1 + . . . ,
with
Dc(c, h) ∼ Dc(0, 0), Dh(c, h) ∼ Dh(0, 0),


















where A(t) is a function of t to be determined. Matching into outer 1 and 2, the
matching conditions






, h¯0 → 0,
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give
at x = s(t) c0(s










corresponding to (2.20) and (2.21). Consequently, here we have Φ1 = 0 = Φ2 and we
obtain the following two-phase boundary moving problem






















on x = 0 −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= H(1− c0), (2.47)











at t = t0 c0 = Ci for 0 ≤ x ≤ s0, h0 = Hi for s0 ≤ x ≤ 1, (2.50)
s = s0.
Here t0 is the end of the time at which the reaction zone remains at the outer surface
and after which it begins to ingress into the concrete. Ci, Hi denote the resulting con-
centration profiles at this time, which differ from their initial values ci, hi respectively.
Figure 2.4 shows a schematic representation of the carbonation reaction in this regime.
2.4 Numerical Results
2.4.1 Scheme
It is of interest to see if the results derived above agree with numerical results. To
do this comparison we implement equations (2.6)-(2.10) in the finite element pack-
age COMSOL Multiphysics. We define two reaction-diffusion equations with no flux
boundary conditions except for at the boundary x = 0. A uniform mesh consisting of
400 quadratic Lagrange elements (1602 degrees of freedom) is used. It is worth men-
tioning that the mesh is chosen so that when refined, the computational time increases
but the results remain the same. We choose to solve this time dependent problem using
variable-order variable-step-size backward differentiation formulas i.e. BDF method,
and set the error tolerances to be abs tol = 10−6, rel tol = 10−3. Due to the implicit na-
ture of the time-stepping scheme used, a nonlinear system of equations must be solved
at each step. For this, a nonlinear solver based on the damped Newton method is used.
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c = [C02] h = [Ca(OH)2]
Outer 1 Inner Outer 2
Figure 2.4: A schematic illustration of the asymptotic regions for slowly varying diffusivitives
(Dc = O(1), Dh = O(1)) in the parameter case δ = O(ǫ). The regions outer 1 (0 < x < s(t))
and outer 2 (s(t) < x < 1) are the two outer regions surrounding a single interior reaction
layer denoted inner with θ = ǫ
2
p+q+1 .
For more details see [14]. The convergence criterion for this solver is as follows: let U
be the current approximation to the true solution vector, and let E be the estimated
error in this vector, then the software stops the iterations when the relative tolerance










Here N is the number of degrees of freedom and Wi = max(|Ui|, Si), where Si is a
scale factor that the solver determines on the basis of the scaling method. Further, the
nonlinear solver uses a linear system solver in each Newton step δU . The chosen linear
solver is MUMPS (MUltifrontal Massively Parallel sparse direct Solver) and it works
on systems of the form Ax = b. The convergence criterion here is ρ|M−1(b − Ax)| <
tol · |M−1b|. HereM = LU , where L and U are the LU factors computed by the solver,
and ρ is the factor in error estimate which may be set by the user (default=400). When
this criterion is satisfied the software returns a solution. The computational times vary
drastically from a handfull of seconds to hours. As the values of ǫ and δ decrease, the
problem becomes more singular and the computational time increases. In this chapter
the longest time needed is of 40 seconds but in later chapters, the drastic changes in the
diffusion coefficient, increases even further the time required and so the computations
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may last hours.
2.4.2 Base Case
Figures 2.5-2.7 show the numerical solutions for the case Dc = Dh = O(1) for different
values of ǫ, namely ǫ = 10−1, 10−2 and 10−3 respectively. For each figure, the four
conceptually different scaling regimes covering the asymptotic cases presented in section
2.3 are depicted. The initial data and parameter values taken are
hi = 1, ci = 0 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, µ = 10−3, H = 104, p = q = 1, (2.51)
and for simplicity, Dc = Dh = 1.
As the value of ǫ decreases, the numerical results resemble more the behaviours
derived in section 2.3. As a general pattern, we see that the reaction zone moves
further into the concrete as time passes and whilst c remains similar, h smooth’s out
as δ approaches ǫ.
We concentrate now on the parameter regime ǫ = 10−3 shown in figure 2.7. There
is a clear marked change in behaviour between the case δ < ǫ shown in (a)-(c) and
δ = ǫ shown in (d). The hydroxide profile falls to zero at the reaction front in (d)
with noticeable diffusion ahead, in contrast to (a)-(c) where it is unity at the front
and falls to zero within the reaction zone. Moreover, the rates at which the fronts
move vary, with a time delay apparent in (d) compared to (a)-(c). This supports the
stage I carbonation regime that is postulated to take place when δ = ǫ, in which the
reaction zone remains at the surface for finite time as the hydroxide concentration falls.
The reaction zone starts moving into the concrete once the hydroxide at the surface
has been depleted. The speed at which the front ingresses into the concrete in (a)-(c)
decreases. In (d) however, it increases drastically and although it starts later, due to
stage I carbonation, by the time t = 0.3, the front has moved further into the concrete
than for any of the other cases. This is due to the edge effects caused by the boundary
condition at x = 1.

















(a) δ = ǫ2

















(b) δ = ǫ3/2

















(c) δ = ǫ1.25

















(d) δ = ǫ
Figure 2.5: Numerical results for slowly varying diffusivities and ǫ = 10−1. The initial data
and parameter values are as stated in (2.51) and the selected δ values are stated in (a)-(d). The
solid lines refer to the concentration of carbon dioxide while the dotted lines are the concentration
of calcium hydroxide at times t = 0.1 (black), t = 0.2 (blue), t = 0.3 (green) and t = 0.4 (red).
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(a) δ = ǫ2

















(b) δ = ǫ3/2

















(c) δ = ǫ1.25

















(d) δ = ǫ
Figure 2.6: Numerical results for slowly varying diffusivities and ǫ = 10−2. The initial data
and parameter values are as stated in (2.51) and the selected δ values are stated in (a)-(d). The
solid lines refer to the concentration of carbon dioxide while the dotted lines are the concentration












































































































(d) δ = ǫ
Figure 2.7: Numerical results for slowly varying diffusivities and ǫ = 10−3. The initial data
and parameter values are as stated in (2.51) and the selected δ values as stated in (a)–(d). The
solid lines refer to the concentration of carbon dioxide while the dotted lines are the concentration
of calcium hydroxide at the showed times.
2.4.3 Parameter variation
It is now of interest to see how changing the values of the parameters may affect the
behaviour of the system. Table 2.3 summarises the parameter cases considered, with
the first three figures referring to the base case values.
In figures 2.8 and 2.9, where µ = 1 and H = 1 respectively, we see that the reaction
zone moves slower into the concrete block. However, the most significant observation
in figure 2.9 is that c is no longer pinned at 1 at the surface. This agrees with the
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Parameter values
Figure ǫ µ H p q
2.5 10−1 10−3 104 1 1
2.6 10−2 10−3 104 1 1
2.7 10−3 10−3 104 1 1
2.8 10−3 1 104 1 1
2.9 10−3 10−3 1 1 1
2.10 10−2 10−3 104 1.5 1
2.11 10−2 10−3 104 0.9 1
2.12 10−2 10−3 104 1 1.5
2.13 10−2 10−3 104 1 0.9
Table 2.3: Base case and parameter values investigated.
analysis done in appendix B for Stage I. There, we assume H = O(1) and obtain a
rescaling for c such that c = ǫ
2
p+1 c¯. Hence, although there is also a Stage I for the
parameter case H = 104, the analysis done in appendix B would have to be redone for
the limit H →∞ in order to capture the details.
The remaining graphs (2.10-2.13) look at the effects caused by changing the powers
p and q. In other words, we look at the effect of different reaction orders. Before
analysing the graphs in detail, we state that in order to achieve these results, the
following regularisation of the reaction term was necessary,
r = c(c2 + θ2)
p−1
2 ∗ h(h2 + θ2) q−12 ,
where θ = 10−3. Note that the value of ǫ is now 10−2 and so we will compare the
remaining graphs with figure 2.6.
Figure 2.10 shows the concentrations of CO2 and Ca(OH)2 for p = 1.5. Recall
δCR = ǫ
p+2
p+1 and so figures 2.10(a) and (b) relate to the regime δ ≤ δCR discussed in
subsection 2.3.1, figure 2.10(c) to δCR ≪ δ ≪ ǫ in subsection 2.3.2 and figure 2.10(d) is
covered in subsection 2.3.3. As a general trend in figure 2.10, we see that the curves are
smoother and the value of c around the reaction zone increases. We look at the scalings
taken for the different asymptotic regimes to identify the precise changes. Consider first
figures 2.10(a) and (b) and recall (2.24). The rescaling of c for p = 1 is c = ǫ1c¯ and
for p = 1.5 is c = ǫ4/5c¯, and so the concentration of CO2 is bigger at the reaction zone.
The thickness of the reaction zone also increases as p increases, explaining why the
graphs are smoother. For figure 2.10(c), rescaling (2.41) shows that the value of c at
the reaction zone is independent of p, but the thickness does depend on p and so we
observe smoother curves. For δ = ǫ, figure 2.10(d), (2.42) implies that not only the
value of c increases at the reaction zone but also the one for h. Note that here, h is
no longer order 1 as in the previous two asymptotic regimes. Further, the thickness of
the reaction zone also increases. In figure 2.11 we take p = 0.9 and it is clear that the
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opposite changes to the ones observed for figure 2.10 happen.
The last two plots look at varying the value of q. In figure 2.12(a) and (b) the
concentration of CO2 at the reaction zone remains small and the acquired smoothness
of the curves seen in figures 2.10(a) and (b) is gone since neither scalings (2.24) nor
(2.41) depend on q. However, the scaling for δ = ǫ does, see (2.42), and indeed,
the concentration is bigger and the curves smoother when compared to figure 2.6.
Following a similar argument for the plots in figure 2.13, the most significant change is
in (d) where we obtain slightly sharper curves and smaller concentrations of CO2 and
Ca(OH)2 around the reaction zone.

















(a) δ = ǫ2

















(b) δ = ǫ3/2

















(c) δ = ǫ1.25

















(d) δ = ǫ
Figure 2.8: Numerical results for slowly varying diffusivities. The parameter values are ǫ =
10−3, p = q = 1, µ = 1 and H = 104, and selected δ as stated in (a)-(d). The solid lines refer
to the concentration of carbon dioxide while the dotted lines are the concentration of calcium
hydroxide at times t = 0.1 (black), t = 0.2 (blue), t = 0.3 (green) and t = 0.4 (red).

















(a) δ = ǫ2

















(b) δ = ǫ3/2

















(c) δ = ǫ1.25

















(d) δ = ǫ
Figure 2.9: Numerical results for slowly varying diffusivities. The parameter values are ǫ =
10−3, p = q = 1, µ = 10−3 and H = 1, and selected δ as stated in (a)-(d). The solid lines refer
to the concentration of carbon dioxide while the dotted lines are the concentration of calcium
hydroxide at times t = 0.1 (black), t = 0.2 (blue), t = 0.3 (green) and t = 0.4 (red), except for
case (d) where t = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1 respectively.
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(a) δ = ǫ2

















(b) δ = ǫ3/2

















(c) δ = ǫ1.25

















(d) δ = ǫ
Figure 2.10: Numerical results for slowly varying diffusivities. The parameter values are
ǫ = 10−2, p = 1.5, q = 1, µ = 10−3 and H = 104, and selected δ as stated in (a)-(d). The solid
lines refer to the concentration of carbon dioxide while the dotted lines are the concentration of
calcium hydroxide at times t = 0.1 (black), t = 0.2 (blue), t = 0.3 (green) and t = 0.4 (red)

















(a) δ = ǫ2

















(b) δ = ǫ3/2

















(c) δ = ǫ1.25

















(d) δ = ǫ
Figure 2.11: Numerical results for slowly varying diffusivities. The parameter values are
ǫ = 10−2, p = 0.9, q = 1, µ = 10−3 and H = 104, and selected δ as stated in (a)-(d). The solid
lines refer to the concentration of carbon dioxide while the dotted lines are the concentration of
calcium hydroxide at times t = 0.1 (black), t = 0.2 (blue), t = 0.3 (green) and t = 0.4 (red)

















(a) δ = ǫ2

















(b) δ = ǫ3/2

















(c) δ = ǫ1.25

















(d) δ = ǫ
Figure 2.12: Numerical results for slowly varying diffusivities. The parameter values are
ǫ = 10−2, p = 1, q = 1.5, µ = 10−3 and H = 104, and selected δ as stated in (a)-(d). The solid
lines refer to the concentration of carbon dioxide while the dotted lines are the concentration of
calcium hydroxide at times t = 0.1 (black), t = 0.2 (blue), t = 0.3 (green) and t = 0.4 (red)
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(a) δ = ǫ2

















(b) δ = ǫ3/2

















(c) δ = ǫ1.25

















(d) δ = ǫ
Figure 2.13: Numerical results for slowly varying diffusivities. The parameter values are
ǫ = 10−2, p = 1, q = 0.9, µ = 10−3 and H = 104, and selected δ as stated in (a)-(d). The solid
lines refer to the concentration of carbon dioxide while the dotted lines are the concentration of
calcium hydroxide at times t = 0.1 (black), t = 0.2 (blue), t = 0.3 (green) and t = 0.4 (red)
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2.4.4 Free boundary s(t)
One of the main unknowns is the localisation of the reaction zone x = s(t; ǫ). At this
stage we may take the data obtained in COMSOL Multiphysics and equation (2.13)
to find the position of the free boundary. Hence, s(t) is calculated by finding the
intersection of c and h for each time. Central differences is then used to obtain s˙(t).
Base case
We take parameter values (2.51), where in particular p = q = 1. Figures 2.14 and
2.15 show the behaviour of the carbonation front and its speed for all the different
parameter regimes considered in section 2.3.









(a) Free boundary, s(t).










(b) Speed of free boundary, s˙(t).
Figure 2.14: Free boundary results from (2.6)-(2.10) for slowly varying diffusivities and δ ≪ ǫ
with ǫ = 10−3. Three values of δ are depicted: δ = ǫ2 (dashed), δ = ǫ3/2 (solid) and δ = ǫ1.25
(dotted).


















(b) Speed of free boundary, s˙(t).
Figure 2.15: Free boundary results from (2.6)-(2.10) for slowly varying diffusivities and δ = ǫ
with ǫ = 10−3.
It is worth mentioning that the above results have been truncated to eliminate
the edge effects caused by the boundary condition at x = 1. From a practical point
of view, it is the long-time behaviour that is more interesting to investigate, and so
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the boundary effects are not considered here. In Chapter 6, the large and small time
behaviour of the Stefan problems are derived and the behaviour of the free boundary
obtained here is compared.
Different p and q
Here we take parameter values (2.51) but we now consider the following four com-
binations of p and q
p > 1, q = 1, p = 1, q > 1, p < 1, q = 1, p = 1, q < 1.
As already mentioned, in chapter 6 we focus on the profile of the free boundary s(t)
but the analysis is restricted to the case p = q = 1. It is therefore of interest to obtain
numerical results to see the effects of different reaction orders. Figure 2.16 shows how
the resulting free boundary for all the above combinations of p and q are not very
different from those of p = q = 1. This implies that the values of p and q have little
effect on the behaviour of the interface.









p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(a) Case δ = ǫ2









p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(b) Case δ = ǫ3/2









p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(c) Case δ = ǫ1.25








p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(d) Case δ = ǫ
Figure 2.16: Free boundary plots for slowly varying diffusivities with ǫ = 10−2 and different
values of p, q as shown in table 2.3.
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This concludes the derivation of the sharp interface models in the fast reaction limit
for slowly varying diffusivities. A one-phase Stefan model is obtained for δ ≪ ǫ and
a two-phase one for δ = O(ǫ). It is not until Chapter 6 that we will return to these
models where they will be analysed further.
Note that the kinetic conditions (2.21) are zero. Although there exists several
ways of determining the reaction front, the experimental evidence points towards O(1)
concentrations in the reaction zone. The CO2 concentration plots in the experimental
papers [65, 66] show that, at the measured reaction front, the concentration is roughly
half or more than half of the initial one. Also, modelling papers, such as [61], suggest
that the CO2 kinetic condition is far from being zero. Regarding Ca(OH)2, plots in [65,
11] suggest further that the concentration of Ca(OH)2 is also O(1) at the reaction front.
From a modelling perspective, [62] uses the experimenta results in [52] to define the
carbonation location in their model at the point where the concentration of Ca(OH)2
has fallen to 50%. Therefore, it is realistic to look for order 1 values of CO2 and




Concrete Carbonation with One Rapidly
Varying Diffusion Coefficient
In order to avoid obtaining Φ1 = 0 in (2.21) as a matching condition, it is clear that
we need c = O(1) in the reaction layer. We therefore consider the carbon dioxide
diffusivity to depend on ǫ as well as the hydroxide concentration, i.e. Dc = Dc(c, h; ǫ).
The hydroxide remains slowly varying i.e. Dh = O(1). The insight obtained in the
previous section has motivated us to consider the diffusivity with the properties1
Dc =
{
O(ǫ2) for h = O(1), h > 0,
O(1) for h = o(1), h > 0,
and Dc(c, 0; ǫ)=1. Whilst the functional form is not important, for definiteness we may
consider a hydroxide only dependent diffusivity Dc(h; ǫ) in the Arrhenius form







where ν1 is a positive constant and q is the reaction order of the hydroxide as in (2.11).
A schematic illustration of the behaviour of this diffusion coefficient is shown in figure
3.1. Here we take the power of h so that the diffusion coefficient is dependent on the
reaction term. A more general power could be considered, with the below analysis only
needing slight modifications as shown in detail in appendix C.
We consider the nondimensionalised problem (2.6)-(2.10) with Dc as in (3.1) and
follow the same procedure as in Chapter 2. The outer solutions and jump conditions
derived in section 2.2 hold here too and so we proceed to analyse the reaction zone.
1Consider (2.6) and (2.7) and substitute in the scalings x = s(t)+θx¯ where θ ≪ 1 and c, h are O(1).
In order to obtain the fullest balance in (2.6) we required Dc to be scaled as Dc = ǫ
2D¯c.
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Figure 3.1: A schematic illustration of the carbon dioxide diffusion coefficient Dc with the
functional form (3.1).
3.1 Interior (reaction) layer analysis: Dc = O(ǫ
2) and Dh =
O(1).
The behaviour of the reaction layer for a single rapidly varying diffusivity is also affected
by the dependence of the parameter δ on ǫ as for slowly varying diffusivities. For the
parameter range δ ≤ ǫ, the fullest balance in (2.6) and (2.7) is now δCR = ǫ2 and so we
obtain three different asymptotic regimes, namely δ ≤ ǫ2, ǫ2 ≪ δ ≪ ǫ and δ = O(ǫ).
For each of the following regimes, the inner region is now composed of at least 2 regions,
denoted inner inner and inner 1. The inner inner is the equivalent region to the inner
in Chapter 2 and inner 1 is an additional region required to facilitate the matching
with outer 1. In particular, inner 1 accommodates the change in magnitude of the CO2
diffusion coefficient, Dc.
3.1.1 The case δ ≤ ǫ2
This case is the simplest, where the reaction zone comprises two regions, inner inner
and inner 1, which are looked at separately.
• Inner Inner
The required inner inner scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ2x¯, c = c¯, h = h¯, Dc = ǫ
2D¯c.


































c¯ = c¯0 + o(1), h¯ = h¯0 + o(1),
with


























where A(t) is a function of t to be determined. Matching into outer 2, the matching
conditions




A(t) = −s˙h0(s+, t). (3.3)
Matching into outer 1, the matching conditions














An additional region is required to facilitate the matching with outer 1 and explain
(3.4), due to the change in the order of magnitude in the carbon dioxide diffusivity.
• Inner1
Here h = O(ǫ2/q), this being the scaling on which Dc = O(1). The details depend
on the value of q ≥ 0 in the reaction term (2.11). There are three cases to consider
separately.
(A) For q > 1 the scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ
2
q X¯, c = C¯, h = ǫ
2
q H¯,















= −ǫ 4q C¯pH¯q,
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Note that in this case the transition region is larger in size than the reaction layer, the
inner inner region. Posing
C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ
2
q C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with




























at first order. After matching to outer 1 and the inner inner we have
C¯0 = c0(s

















(B) For q = 1 the transition region is of the same size as the inner inner. We
introduce the scalings
x = s(t) + ǫ2(S(t) + X¯), c = C¯, h = ǫ2H¯,































C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ2C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with
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at first order. After matching to outer 1 and the inner inner we again obtain (3.6a),





















(C) The third and final case to discuss is 0 < q < 1. Here, the transition region is
narrower than the inner inner. We introduce the scalings
x = s(t) + ǫ
1+q






































C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ
q+1
q C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with



































at first order. After matching to outer 1 and the inner inner we obtain (3.6a), and










for X¯ > 0,
0 for X¯ < 0.
(3.7)
Further, the inner inner region is now restricted to x¯ > 0 with the inner 1 matching
conditions occurring as x¯→ 0+.
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Now, we are in a position to conclude and so (3.3) and (3.5) give





−, t) + h0(s+, t)).
Further,
c0(s
−, t) = Φ1,
and so we obtain the following one-phase problem











on x = 0 −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= H(1− c0), (3.9)
on x = s(t) c0 = Φ1(s˙), −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= s˙(µc0 + hi(s)), (3.10)
at t = 0 c0 = ci(x) for 0 ≤ x ≤ s0, s = s0, (3.11)
with h0 = hi(x) for s(t) ≤ x ≤ 1. This is as in (2.37)-(2.40) but instead of (2.39) we
now have a more general moving boundary (3.10). Moreover, Φ1 is determined by the
























= s˙(h¯0 − hi(s)− µc¯0), (3.13)
with
as x¯→ +∞ c¯0 → 0, D¯c∂c¯0
∂x¯
→ 0 h¯0 → hi(s), (3.14)




and Dh = O(1). Figure 3.2 shows a schematic summary of the carbon-
ation reaction for this case.
3.1.2 The case ǫ2 ≪ δ ≪ ǫ
This case is the most involved one, where the reaction zone splits into three regions.
In addition to the inner inner and inner 1 regions already discussed, we need an extra
region, denoted as inner 2. Inner 2 is required to match the concentration of calcium
hydroxide into outer 2. Hence, in progressing from outer 1 to outer 2, we label the
regions as inner 1, inner inner and finally inner 2. This is summarised in figure 3.3
where the results derived below are included. We look at each region separately.
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c = [C02] h = [Ca(OH)2]






Figure 3.2: A schematic illustration of the asymptotic regions for a rapidly varying CO2
diffusivity (D(c) = O(ǫ2), Dh = O(1)) in the parameter case δ ≤ ǫ2. The regions outer 1
(0 < x < s(t)) and outer 2 (s(t) < x < 1) are the two outer regions surrounding the reaction
layer. It is composed of two regions: an inner inner region (II) and an inner 1 region (I1).
Inner 1 acts as a transition region to facilitate the matching of the inner inner with outer 1.
The case shown is for q > 1. Minor modifications are needed to inner 1 for q ≤ 1.
• Inner Inner
The required scalings are
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We pose the expansions
c¯ = c¯0 + o(1), h¯ = h¯0 + o(1),
with
D¯c(c, h) ∼ D¯c(c¯0, 0), Dh(c, h) ∼ Dh(c¯0, 0).






















where A(t) is a function of t to be determined.
Matching into outer 2, the matching conditions
as x¯→ +∞ c¯→ 0, Dh∂h¯0
∂x¯
→ s˙h0(s+, t) (3.16)
give
A(t) = −s˙h0(s+, t). (3.17)
An additional region is required to facilitate the matching with outer 2 and explain
(3.16) due to the change in the order of magnitude in the concentration of calcium
hydroxide.
• Inner 2
Here, h = O(1) since for the range ǫ2 ≪ δ ≪ ǫ we have h order 1 in outer 2. This then
forces the scaling for Dc to be Dc = O(ǫ
2).
The scaling is therefore





Xˆ, c = 0, h = Hˆ, Dc = ǫ
2Dˆc,
where c is actually exponentially small in ǫ and Dˆc ∼ ν1/hq. The governing equation













with Dh(c, h) ∼ Dh(0, Hˆ0). Matching into outer 2, the matching conditions











Thus matching with inner inner we have the behaviour
as Xˆ → 0+ Hˆ0 → 0, Dh∂Hˆ0
∂Xˆ
→ s˙h0(s+, t).











Consider the inner inner region now. Matching into outer 1, the matching conditions














Inner 1 is now required to facilitate the matching with outer 1 and explain (3.18) as
done in 3.1.1.
• Inner 1
The scalings are determined by the size of δ relative to a critical value δCR = ǫ
q+1
q and
the value of q ≥ 0 in the reaction term (2.11).
(A) For the case q > 1, for which ǫ2 < δCR < ǫ, there are three cases to consider
separately. Note that the transition region is larger in size than the inner inner.
1. For δ < δCR the required scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ
2
q X¯, c = C¯, h = ǫ
2
q H¯, (3.20)





































C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ
2
q C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with
Dc(c, h) ∼ Dc(C¯0, 0), Dh(c, h) ∼ Dh(C¯0, 0),
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at first order. After matching to outer 1 and the inner inner we have
C¯0 = c0(s

















2. For δ = δCR the scalings (3.20) apply as does the subsequent analysis with the
modification of the diffusion term entering the leading order hydroxide equation.
3. For δ > δCR the required scalings are











































































q C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with

































at first order. After matching to outer 1 and inner inner we obtain (3.21a) and by
taking Dh constant, we now have
H¯0 =
(
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For the range q ≤ 1, we note that δCR ≤ ǫ2 and so only the last regime in part (A)
occurs here with slight modifications.
(B) For q = 1 the transition region is of the same size as the inner inner and so we
introduce the scalings
x = s(t) + δ(S(t) + X¯), c = C¯, h = ǫ
2
q H¯,



































C¯ ∼ C¯0 + δC¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with
































After matching to outer 1 and the inner inner, we have (3.21a) and by taking Dh
constant,









(C) For 0 < q < 1 the inner 1 region is narrower than the inner inner region. The










for X¯ > 0,
0 for X¯ < 0.
(3.23)
Further, note that the inner inner region is now restricted to x¯ > 0 with the inner 1
matching conditions occurring as x¯→ 0+ instead.
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Now we are in a position to conclude the analysis for the inner inner region. Col-
lecting (3.17) and (3.19) give





−, t) + h0(s+, t)).
Further,
c0(s
−, t) = Φ1,
and so we obtain a one phase problem as in (3.8)-(3.11) with h0 = hi(x) for s(t) ≤ x ≤ 1.
Moreover, Φ1 is determined by the solution to the inner inner problem described in






= −s˙(µc¯0 + hi(s)),
and the third condition in (3.14) replaced by
as x¯→ +∞ Dh∂h¯0
∂x¯
→ s˙hi(s).
3.1.3 The case δ = O(ǫ)
As in Section 2.3.3, there is a stage I carbonation where the reaction zone remains
at the surface. At the end of stage I, stage II carbonation takes place in which the
reaction zone moves into the concrete. Here we only consider stage II carbonation and
the details for stage I can be found in appendix B.2.
The reaction zone comprises two regions, which we look at separately, as in section
3.1.1. The inner inner matches the order 1 flux of hydroxide from the outer 2 region as
well as allowing the CO2 concentrations to fall to o(1). Inner 1 is needed to accomodate
the fall in CO2 diffusivity, allowing matching between the inner inner and the outer 1
regions.
• Inner inner
The required scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ
2
q+1 x¯, c = c¯, h = ǫ
2
q+1 h¯, Dc = ǫ
2
q+1 D¯c,
with D¯c ∼ ǫ
2
q+1 ν1/h




















































c = [C02] h = [Ca(OH)2]













Figure 3.3: A schematic illustration of the asymptotic regions for a rapidly varying CO2
diffusivity (D(c) = O(ǫ2), Dh = O(1)) in the parameter case ǫ
2 ≪ δ ≪ ǫ. The reaction layer
lies between outer regions outer 1 (0 < x < s(t)) and outer 2 (s(t) < x < 1). It is composed of






, together with inners 1 (I1) and 2
(I2). The inners 1 and 2 facilitate the matching of the inner inner region with the two outers.
The case shown is for q > 1 and δ ≤ δCR with δCR = ǫ
1+q
q . Minor modifications are needed to
inner 1 for the cases q ≤ 1 and δ > δCR.
Pose the expansions
c¯ = c¯0 + o(1), h¯ = h¯0 + o(1),
with
D¯c(c, h) ∼ D¯c(c¯0, 0), Dh(c, h) ∼ Dh(c¯0, 0).






















where A(t) is a function of t to be determined. Matching into outer 1 as x¯→ −∞, the
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matching conditions














Again, an additional region is necessary in order to facilitate the matching to outer 1
and understand (3.24).
• Inner 1
There are three cases to consider depending on the size of q.
(A) For q > 1 the scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ
1
q X¯, c = C¯, h = ǫ
2
q H¯, (3.26)































Note that in this case the transition region is larger in size than the inner inner. Posing
C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ
1
q C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with

































at first order. After matching to outer 1 and the inner inner and taking Dh constant,
we have
C¯0 = c0(s
















(B) For q = 1, the transition region is of the same size as the inner inner and so we
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introduce the scalings
x = s(t) + ǫ(S(t) + X¯), c = C¯, h = ǫ2H¯,




























C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫC¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with































at first order. After matching to outer 1 and the inner inner we again obtain (3.27a),














(C) For 0 < q < 1, the inner 1 region is narrower than the inner inner. The scalings










for X¯ > 0,
0 for X¯ < 0.
(3.29)
Further, note that the inner inner region is now restricted to x¯ > 0 with the inner 1
matching conditions occurring as x¯→ 0+ instead.
Returning to the inner inner region, matching into outer 2, the matching conditions









+, t) = 0, (3.30)
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Hence, (3.25) and (3.31) give
at x = s(t) c0(s











and so we obtain the following two-phase moving boundary problem






















on x = 0 −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= H(1− c0), (3.34)











at t = t0 c0 = Ci for 0 ≤ x ≤ s0, h0 = Hi for s0 ≤ x ≤ 1, s = s0. (3.37)
This is as in (2.45)-(2.50) but instead of (2.48) we now have a more general moving








































and Dh = O(1). Finally, figure 3.4 shows a schematic representation of
the carbonation reaction for this last parameter regime, δ = O(ǫ).
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Figure 3.4: A schematic illustration of the asymptotic regions for a rapidly varying CO2
diffusivity (D(c) = O(ǫ2), Dh = O(1)) in the parameter case δ = O(ǫ). The regions outer
1 (0 < x < s(t)) and outer 2 (s(t) < x < 1) are the two outer regions surrounding the two
layered reaction zone, comprised of an inner inner region and an inner 1 region. Inner 1
acts as a transition region to facilitate the matching of the inner inner region with outer 1 by
accommodating the change in magnitude in the rapidly varying diffusivity. The case shown is
for q > 1. Minor modifications are needed to inner 1 for q ≤ 1.
3.2 Numerical Results
3.2.1 Scheme
Here we present numerical simulations of the full model (2.6)-(2.10) for a rapidly varying
CO2 diffusivity and compare them to the asymptotics. The equations were implemented
in COMSOL Multiphysics using the scheme and data/parameter values as specified in
section 2.4. To avoid encountering singularities the following regularisations for the
reaction term (2.11) and the diffusion coefficient (3.1) respectively were found necessary,
r = c(c2 + θ21)
p−1
2 ∗ h(h2 + θ21)
q−1









where θ1 = 10
−3 (only needed when p 6= 1, q 6= 1) and θ2 ≪ (ν1ǫ2)1/q. The regulari-
sation (3.42) for Dc avoids the singularity caused when h = 0. The value of θ2 has to
be chosen so that the O(1) behaviour of Dc at this point is maintained. Further, we
create a mesh consisting of 1600 quadratic Lagrangian elements (instead of 400) and
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so the number of degrees of freedom solved for is 6402.
3.2.2 Base Case
Figure 3.5 shows the numerical results for ǫ = 10−2 with θ2 = 10−5. Three selected
cases of δ are shown covering the different asymptotic regimes noted in the previous
section. Noteworthy features are the O(1) concentrations of CO2 at the reaction zone in
all cases. Also the slower progress of the reaction zone compared to the corresponding
situation in the slowly varying case. Again the case δ = ǫ shown in figure 3.5(c) gives
different behaviour to the case δ ≪ ǫ, with the hydroxide concentration being small at




















































































(c) δ = ǫ
Figure 3.5: Numerical results for one rapidly varying diffusion coefficient Dc, as defined in
(3.1), for ǫ = 10−2, ν1 = 1. The initial data and parameter values are as stated in (2.51) and
the selected δ values are as stated in (a)-(c). The solid lines refer to the concentration of carbon
dioxide while the dotted lines are the concentration of calcium hydroxide.
3.2.3 Parameter variation
As done in the previous chapter, it is of interest to see how a change in the parameters
affects the behaviour of the system. In particular, we look at µ = 1 (figure 3.6) and
H = 1 (figure 3.7). The effects of changing p and q can be derived from the asymptotics.
In this case, changing p will have little effect since neither of the scalings in the previous
section depend on it. Further, as q increases, the thickness of the reaction zone and
the concentration of hydroxide around such point will increase. From figure 3.6, we see
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that the reaction zone moves slower into the concrete, indicating that if h0 ≫ c∗, the
reaction occurs faster. Again, for H = O(1), c is no longer pinned at 1.

















(a) δ = ǫ2

















(b) δ = ǫ3/2

















(c) δ = ǫ
Figure 3.6: Numerical results for one rapidly varying diffusion coefficient Dc. The parameter
values are ǫ = 10−2, ν1 = 1, p = q = 1, µ = 1 and H = 10
4, and selected δ as stated in
(a)-(c). The solid lines refer to the concentration of carbon dioxide while the dotted lines are
the concentration of calcium hydroxide at times t = 0.1 (black), t = 0.3 (blue), t = 0.5 (green)
and t = 0.7 (red) for (a) and (b), and t = 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 respectively for (c).

















(a) δ = ǫ2

















(b) δ = ǫ3/2

















(c) δ = ǫ
Figure 3.7: Numerical results for one rapidly varying diffusion coefficient Dc. The parameter
values are ǫ = 10−2, ν1 = 1, p = q = 1, µ = 10
−3 and H = 1, and selected δ as stated in
(a)-(c). The solid lines refer to the concentration of carbon dioxide while the dotted lines are
the concentration of calcium hydroxide at times t = 0.1 (black), t = 0.3 (blue), t = 0.5 (green)
and t = 0.7 (red) for (a) and (b), and t = 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0 respectively for (c).
3.2.4 Free boundary s(t) and Kinetic condition Φ1(s˙)
As in subsection 2.4.4 we investigate the localisation of the reaction zone. However,
Φ1(s˙) is no longer zero. To be able to compute this quantity numerically a precise
definition is required. Using the asymptotic analysis from section 3.1 as motivation,
we define Φ1(s˙) as follows
Φ1(s˙) = {c ∈ [0, 1]|h(x, t) = ǫ
2
q }. (3.43)
In other words, we take Φ1(s˙) to be the concentration of CO2 just before entering the
reaction zone from the outer 1 region i.e. the concentration of CO2 in inner 1.
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Base case
We take parameter values (2.51) where in particular, p = q = 1. Figure 3.8 shows
the plots of the interface s(t), its speed s˙(t) and Φ1(s˙) for the asymptotic regimes in the
parameter range δ ≪ ǫ. As already seen in subsection 2.4.4, the interface s(t) ∼ √t.
This result also hold for δ = ǫ but the domain has been extended to see this. Figure









(a) Free boundary, s(t).





















(c) Kinetic condition, Φ1(s˙).
Figure 3.8: Free boundary and kinetic condition results from (2.6)-(2.10) for a one rapidly
varying diffusivity Dc and δ < ǫ with ǫ = 10
−2. Two values of δ are depicted, namely δ = ǫ2
(solid line) and δ = ǫ3/2 (dashed line).
3.9 shows the asymptotic regime δ = ǫ with domain x = [0, 1]. In particular, 3.9(a) and
3.9(b) have not been truncated and it can clearly be seen how the edge effects, first
appearing in subsection 2.4.4, play a very important role. Figure 3.9(c) is the truncated
version and with ǫ = 10−2, Φ1(s˙) cannot be computed using (3.43). Extending the









(a) Free boundary, s(t).









(b) Speed of free boundary, s˙(t).









(c) Truncated free boundary.
Figure 3.9: Free boundary results from (2.6)-(2.10) for a one rapidly varying diffusivity Dc
and δ = ǫ with ǫ = 10−2.
domain to x = [0, 50], figure 3.10 shows a more realistic plot of the long-time behaviour
of the interface that we will revisit in more detail in chapter 6. The profile of Φ1(s˙)
appears to be linear in all regimes and table 3.1 corroborates this assumption. In it we
include the curve fitting results given by the interactive toolbox cftool from MATLAB
where the following equation was implemented
Φ1,2(s˙) = as˙
b + c. (3.44)
The key quantities determining the goodness of fit are the sum of squares due to error
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(a) Concentration of CO2 (solid lines) and Ca(OH)2 (dotted
lines) for times t = 50 (black), t = 100 (blue), t = 150 (green)
and t = 200 (red).








(b) Free boundary, s(t).











(c) Speed of free boundary, s˙(t).












(d) Kinetic condition, Φ1(s˙).
Figure 3.10: Free boundary and kinetic condition results from (2.6)-(2.10) for a one rapidly
varying diffusivity Dc and δ = ǫ with ǫ = 10
−2 and x = [0, 50].
(SSE), for which we seek for a value close to zero, and the adjusted R-square statistics
in which a value close to one is ideal. The behaviour of Φ1(s˙) will be revisited in chapter
5, where the micro problems are looked at in more detail.
Cofficients (with 95% confident bounds) Goodness of fit
δ ≤ ǫ2
a=0.972 (0.9439,1) SSE: 1.313×10−3
b=0.9866 (0.9448,1.028) R-square: 0.9995
c=3.329×10−2 (-0.02598,0.03264) Adjusted R-square: 0.9995
RMSE: 3.052×10−3
ǫ2 < δ < ǫ
a=0.9886 (0.9778,0.9994) SSE: 1.499×10−4
b=1.043 (1.025,1.06) R-square: 0.9999
c=0.0269 (0.01534,0.03846) Adjusted R-square: 0.9999
RMSE: 1.066×10−3
δ = ǫ
a=1.414 (1.39,1.437) SSE: 5.578×10−5
b=0.8603(0.8466,0.8739) R-square: 0.9997
c=-0.0179 (-0.0206,-0.01521) Adjusted R-square: 0.9997
RMSE: 1.056×10−3
Table 3.1: Base case curve fitting results for all asymptotic regimes for Φ1(s˙) = as˙
b+c, where
Φ1 is computed as in (3.43) after solving the full reaction-diffusion system with parameter values
(2.51) and one rapidly varying diffusion coefficient.
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Different p and q
Here we take parameter values (2.51) but we now consider the following four com-
binations of p and q
p > 1, q = 1, p = 1, q > 1, p < 1, q = 1, p = 1, q < 1.
In chapter 5 we focus on the micro problems and in particular, the profile of the kinetic
conditions Φ1,2 for general values of p and q. In chapter 6, we focus on the profile of the
free boundary s(t) but the analysis is restricted to the case p = q = 1. For completion,
figure 3.11 shows the resulting free boundary for all the above combinations of p and
q. However, thinking ahead to chapter 5, we focus on Φ1, figure 3.12. At first sight,









p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(a) Case δ ≤ ǫ2 with ǫ = 0.1.









p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(b) Case ǫ2 < δ < ǫ with ǫ =
10−2.








p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(c) Case δ = ǫ with ǫ = 0.1.
Figure 3.11: Free boundary plots for one rapidly varying diffusivity and different values of p
and q.













p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1













p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(b) Case ǫ2 < δ < ǫ with ǫ =
10−2.














p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(c) Case δ = ǫ with ǫ = 0.1.
Figure 3.12: Kinetic condition (Φ1(s˙)) plots for one rapidly varying diffusivity and different
values of p and q.
there does not seem to be much difference with the case p = q = 1 and it may be
concluded that Φ1(s˙) can be approximated by s˙(t) linearly. Table 3.2 shows the results
of fitting the curve (3.44) with the plots in figure 3.12. The goodness of fit in all cases
is very good. It is now clear that the relationship between Φ1(s˙) and s˙ in no longer
linear everywhere, however the value of c can still be regarded as negligible. The most
noteworthy feature is that the change of b seems to be more prominent when p 6= 1.
The exact relationship and its dependence on the parameter p will be discussed further
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a=1.117 (1.091,1.142) SSE: 1.635×10−4
b=0.7315 (0.7039,0.7592) Adjusted R-square: 0.9998
c=0.06108 (0.03313,0.08902) RMSE: 1.096×10−3
q > 1
a=0.8946 (0.8677,0.9215) SSE: 3.955×10−4
b=1.126 (1.077,1.175) Adjusted R-square: 0.9997
c=0.07441 (0.04629,0.1025) RMSE: 2.009×10−3
p < 1
a=0.8557 (0.8537,0.8577) SSE: 2.752×10−6
b=1.335 (1.331,1.339) Adjusted R-square: 0.9999
c=-0.001232 (-0.003261,0.0007959) RMSE: 2.352×10−4
q < 1
a=1.029 (1.018,1.039) SSE: 1.331×10−4
b=1.004 (0.9886,1.02) Adjusted R-square: 0.9999







a=1.133 (1.121,1.145) SSE: 6.513×10−5
b=0.6962 (0.6837,0.7086) Adjusted R-square: 1
c=0.029 (0.01566,0.04234) RMSE: 6.321×10−4
q > 1
a=1 (0.9961,1.004) SSE: 1.689×10−5
b=1.01 (1.004),1.017) Adjusted R-square: 1
c=6.178×10−3 (1.805×10−3, 0.01055) RMSE: 3.632×10−4
p < 1
a=0.9618 (0.9553,0.9683) SSE: 4.947×10−5
b=1.096 (1.085,1.107) Adjusted R-square: 1
c=0.01008 (0.003227,0.01694) RMSE: 6.316×10−4
q < 1
a=1.295 (1.28,1.31) SSE: 2.099×10−6
b=0.9141 (0.9063,0.9218) Adjusted R-square: 1





a=1.437 (1.42,1.454) SSE: 2.206×10−4
b=0.5584(0.5436,0.5731) Adjusted R-square: 0.9995
c=-0.06895 (-0.07784,-0.06007) RMSE: 1.801×10−3
q > 1
a=1.003 (0.9702,1.036) SSE: 2.796×10−4
b=0.9313 (0.9035,0.959) Adjusted R-square: 0.998
c=-0.03029 (-0.03344,-0.02714) RMSE: 2.074×10−4
p < 1
a=1.404 (1.32, 1.487) SSE: 1.422×10−5
b=1.084 (1.055,1.118) Adjusted R-square: 0.9995
c=-0.0112 (-0.01296,-0.00944) RMSE: 4.867×10−4
q < 1
a=1.574 (4.5,1.648) SSE: 9.35×10−5
b=0.8544 (0.8253,0.8835) Adjusted R-square: 0.9993
c=-0.01579 (-0.0205,-0.01109) RMSE: 1.191×10−3
Table 3.2: Different values of p and q curve fitting results for all asymptotic regimes for
Φ1(s˙) = as˙
b + c, where Φ1 is computed as in (3.43) after solving the full reaction-diffusion
system with parameter values (2.51) and one rapidly varying diffusion coefficient.
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in chapter 5.
In this chapter we have derived the sharp interface models in the fast reaction limit
ǫ→ 0, for a one rapidly varying diffusion coefficient. As for the slowly varying case, a
one-phase Stefan model is obtained for the parameter regime δ ≪ ǫ and a two-phase
one for δ = O(ǫ). However, the reaction zone is no longer composed of a single layer and
neither is Φ1 = 0 in (2.21), having to solve an inner problem to determine it. This leads
to nonstandard two-scale (micro-macro) moving boundary problems. Nevertheless, Φ2




Concrete Carbonation with Two Rapidly
Varying Diffusion Coefficients
It still remains to obtain Φ2 6= 0 for the kinetic boundary condition (2.21). To achieve
this, we now consider the hydroxide diffusivity to depend on ǫ as well as the carbon
dioxide concentration, i.e. Dh = Dh(c; ǫ). We arrive to a situation in which both




O(δ2) for c = O(1), c > 0,
O(1) for c = o(1), c > 0,
and Dh(0, h; ǫ)=1. This maintains an O(1) flux of hydroxide in the reaction zone. For
definiteness, a specific functional form could be the Arrhenius type,







where ν2 is a positive constant and p is the reaction order of the carbon dioxide as in
(2.11). A schematic illustration of the behaviour of this diffusion coefficient is shown
in figure 4.1.
We consider the nondimensionalised problem (2.6)-(2.10) exposed in Chapter 2 but
with Dc as in (3.1) and Dh as in (4.1). We follow the same procedure as in chapters
2 and 3. The outer solutions and jump conditions derived in Chapter 2 hold here too
and so we proceed to analyse the reaction zone.
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Figure 4.1: A schematic illustration of the calcium hydroxide diffusion coefficient Dh with the
functional form (4.1).
4.1 Interior (reaction) layer analysis: Dc = O(ǫ
2) and Dh =
O(δ2)
The behaviour of the reaction layer is still affected by the dependence of the parameter
δ on ǫ and so we consider each asymptotic regime separately for the parameter range
δ ≤ ǫ. In this case, there are only two regimes to consider, namely δ ≪ ǫ and δ = O(ǫ).
For each of them, the reaction zone is now composed of three regions, denoted inner
inner, inner 1 and inner 2. The inner inner region is where the reaction term is O(1)
in both governing equations (2.6) and (2.7) and inners 1 and 2 are additional regions
required to facilitate the matching of the inner inner with outers 1 and 2 respectively.
Inner 1 accommodates the change in magnitude of the CO2 diffusion coefficient Dc,
as seen already in Chapter 3, and inner 2 is now introduced to match the change in
magnitude happening in the hydroxide diffusion coefficient Dh.
4.1.1 The case δ ≪ ǫ
As mentioned above, the reaction zone is comprised of the three regions inner inner,
inner 1 and inner 2 and in this subsection we look at each of them separately for the
parameter regime δ ≪ ǫ.
• Inner Inner
The required inner inner scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ2x¯, c = c¯, h = h¯, Dc = ǫ
2D¯c, Dh = δ
2D¯h,
with D¯c ∼ ν1/hq, D¯h ∼ ν2/cp for the functional form (3.1) and (4.1) respectively.
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c¯ = c¯0 + o(1), h¯ = h¯0 + o(1),
with




















where A(t) is a function of t to be determined. Matching into outer 1, the matching
conditions














Matching into outer 2, the matching conditions








A(t) = −s˙h0(s+, t). (4.5)
Two additional regions are required to facilitate the matching with outers 1 and 2, due
to the order of magnitude change in the diffusivities, and to fully understand (4.2) and
(4.4).
• Inner 1
Here h = O(ǫ2/q), this being the scaling on which Dc = O(1). The scalings are
determined by the size of δ relative to a critical value δCR = ǫ
q+1
2q and the value of
q ≥ 0 in the reaction term (2.11). For the range q ≥ 1, we note that δCR > ǫ and so,
it is not until q < 1, case (C), that δCR will have an effect.
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(A) For q > 1, the scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ
2
q X¯, c = C¯, h = ǫ
2
q H¯, Dh = δ
2D¯h, (4.6)







































Note that in this case the transition region, inner 1, is larger in size than the reaction
layer, inner inner. Posing
C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ
2
q C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with




























at first order. After matching to outer 1 and the inner inner we have
C¯0 = c0(s

















(B) For q = 1, the transition region is of the same size as the reaction layer. We
introduce the scalings
x = s(t) + ǫ2(S(t) + X¯), c = C¯, h = ǫ2H¯, Dh = δ
2D¯h,
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Posing
C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ2C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with


























at first order. After matching to outer 1 and the inner inner we again obtain (4.7a)













(C) The third and final case to discuss is 0 < q < 1. Recall that for this case the
scalings are also determined by the size of δ relative to the critical value δCR = ǫ
q+1
2q ,
since for q < 1 we have that ǫ2 < δCR < ǫ. For this reason, we now have three cases
to consider. Further, the inner 1 region now becomes narrower than the inner inner
region.
1. For δ < δCR, the required scalings are as in (4.6) so that we obtain (4.7a) but










for X¯ > 0,
0 for X¯ < 0.
2. For δ = δCR, the scalings (4.6) apply as does the subsequent analysis with the
modification of the diffusion term entering the leading order hydroxide equation.
3. For δ > δCR, the required scalings are
x = s(t) + δ2ǫ
1−q
q X¯, c = C¯, h = ǫ
2
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Posing
C¯ ∼ C¯0 + δ2ǫ
1−q
q C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with











































for X¯ > 0,





Further the inner inner region is now restricted to x¯ > 0 with the inner 1 matching
conditions occurring as x¯→ 0+.
• Inner 2
Here c = O(δ2/p), this being the scaling in which Dh = O(1). The scalings are deter-
mined by the size of δ relative to a critical value δCR = ǫ
2 and the value of p ≥ 0 in
the reaction term (2.11).
(A) For p > 1, the scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ2(S(t) + Xˆ), c = δ
2
p Cˆ, h = Hˆ, Dc = ǫ
2Dˆc, (4.9)

































The critical value of δ here is δCR = ǫ
2 and there are three cases to consider separately.
1. For δ > δCR, we pose
Cˆ ∼ Cˆ0, Hˆ ∼ Hˆ0 + δ2Hˆ1,
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with































































2. For δ = δCR = ǫ
2, all the above analysis applies with the modification of the
convection term entering the leading order hydroxide equation.
3. For δ < δCR, again all the above analysis applies, but now the hydroxide con-






which allows the required matching to outer 2.
(B) For p = 1, the scalings (4.9) apply as does the subsequent analysis and the
different behaviours of the hydroxide equation regarding the value of δ. The only
modification is that now the reaction term enters the leading order carbon dioxide
equation.
(C) For 0 < p < 1, the inner inner solution for c¯0 vanishes at x¯ = S(t) and we
modify the spatial scaling in (4.9) to
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Again, the hydroxide equation depends upon the relative size of δ. The critical value
here is δCR = ǫ
4p
3p−1 . We look at each case separately. Note that this value of δ will only
be valid for the range 1/3 < p < 1. For 0 < p ≤ 1/3 we have the first case discussed
below.
1. For δ > δCR (or 0 < p ≤ 1/3), we pose











































for Xˆ < 0,




. Further the inner inner region is now restricted to x¯ < 0 with the
inner 2 matching conditions occurring as x¯→ 0−.
2. For δ = δCR = ǫ
4p
3p−1 , all the above analysis applies with the modification of the
convection term entering the leading order hydroxide equation.
3. For δ < δCR, again all the above analysis applies, but now the hydroxide con-








S(t), which allows the required matching to outer 2.
Now we understand (4.2) and (4.4) and so are in a position to conclude. Equations
(4.3) and (4.5) give





−, t) + h0(s+, t)).
Further
c0(s
−, t) = Φ1,
and so we obtain the following one-phase problem
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on x = 0 −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= H(1− c0), (4.12)
on x = s(t) c0 = Φ1(s˙), −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= s˙(µc0 + hi(s)), (4.13)
at t = 0 c0 = ci(x) for 0 ≤ x ≤ s0, s = s0, (4.14)
with h0 = hi(x) for s(t) ≤ x ≤ 1. This is as in (3.8)-(3.11) and Φ1 is determined by


























= s˙(h¯0 − hi(s)− µc¯0), (4.16)
with
as x¯→ +∞ c¯0 → 0, D¯c∂c¯0
∂x¯
→ 0, h¯0 → hi(s), (4.17)







. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic representation of the
carbonation reaction for this parameter regime.
4.1.2 The case δ = O(ǫ)
The reaction zone is again composed of the three regions, inner inner, inner 1 and inner
2. However, the analysis of inners 1 and 2 is simplified since we no longer have different
structures depending upon the relative size of the parameter δ. We look at each region
separately.
• Inner inner
The required inner inner scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ2x¯, c = c¯, h = h¯, Dc = ǫ
2D¯c, Dh = δ
2D¯h,





























c¯ = c¯0 + o(1), h¯ = h¯0 + o(1),
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c = [C02] h = [Ca(OH)2]








Figure 4.2: A schematic illustration of the asymptotic regions for two rapidly varying dif-
fusivities (D(c) = O(ǫ2), Dh = O(δ
2)) in the parameter case δ ≪ ǫ. The reaction layer lies
between outer regions outer 1 (0 < x < s(t)) and outer 2 (s(t) < x < 1). It is composed of
three regions: an inner inner region (II), together with inners 1 (I1) and 2 (I2). The inners 1
and 2 facilitate the matching of the inner inner region with the two outers. The case shown is
for q > 1 and p ≥ 1. Minor modifications are needed to inner 1 and 2 for the cases q ≤ 1 and
p < 1 respectively.
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where A(t) is a function of t to be determined. Matching into outer 1, the matching
conditions
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Matching into outer 2, the matching conditions













Two additional regions are required to facilitate the matching with outers 1 and 2, due
to the order or magnitude change in the diffusivities, and to fully understand (4.19)
and (4.21).
• Inner 1
The inner 1 region is required to account for the change in magnitude of the carbon
dioxide diffusivity. There are three cases to consider depending on the size of q > 0.
(A) For q > 1, the scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ
2
q X¯, c = C¯, h = ǫ
2
q H¯, Dh = δ
2D¯h, (4.23)




































Note that in this case inner 1 is larger in size than the inner inner. Posing
C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ
2
q C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with




























at first order. After matching to outer 1 and the inner inner we have
C¯0 = c0(s



















(B) For q = 1, the transition region is of the same size as the reaction layer. We
introduce the scalings
x = s(t) + ǫ2(S(t) + X¯), c = C¯, h = ǫ2H¯, Dh = δ
2D¯h,




























C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ2C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with


































at first order. After matching to outer 1 and the inner inner we again obtain (4.24a)
























(C) For q < 1, the inner 1 region is narrower than the inner inner region. We
introduce the scalings
x = s(t) + ǫ
q+1
q X¯, c = C¯, h = ǫ
2
q H¯, Dh = ǫ
2D¯h,
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C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ
q+1
q C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
with











































for X¯ > 0,




. Further the inner inner region is now restricted to x¯ > 0 with the
inner 1 matching conditions occurring as x¯→ 0+.
• Inner 2
Inner 2 accounts for the change in magnitude of the calcium hydroxide diffusion coeffi-
cient. The details depend on the value of p > 0 in the reaction term (2.11). There are
three cases to be considered separately.
(A) For p > 1, the required scalings are
x = s(t) + ǫ2(S(t) + Xˆ), c = ǫ
2
p Cˆ, h = Hˆ, Dc = ǫ
2Dˆc, (4.25)
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Posing
Cˆ ∼ Cˆ0, Hˆ ∼ Hˆ0 + ǫ2Hˆ1,
with



































at first order. After matching to outer 2 and inner inner we have
Hˆ0 = h0(s






























(B) For p = 1, the scalings (4.25) apply as does the subsequent analysis with the
modification of the reaction term entering the leading order carbon dioxide equation.
























(C) For 0 < p < 1, the inner inner solution for c¯0 vanishes at x¯ = S(t) and we
modify the spatial scaling in (4.25) to






















































































for Xˆ < 0,




. Further the inner inner region is now restricted to x¯ < 0 with the
inner 2 matching conditions occurring as x¯→ 0−.
Now we are in a position to conclude and so (4.20) and (4.22) give









−, t) + h0(s+, t)).
Further
c0(s
−, t) = Φ1(s˙), h0(s+, t) = Φ2(s˙),
and so we obtain the following two-phase problem






















on x = 0 −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= H(1− c0), (4.29)
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= s˙(µc0 + h0), (4.30)




at t = 0 c0 = ci(x) for 0 ≤ x ≤ s0, h0 = hi for s0 ≤ x ≤ 1, s = s0. (4.32)
Figure 4.3 shows a schematic of this final scenario. This is as in (3.32)-(3.37) but instead
of (3.35) we now have a more general moving boundary condition (4.30). Moreover,






























as x¯→ +∞ c¯0 → 0, D¯c∂c¯0
∂x¯
→ 0, h¯0 → Φ2(s˙), (4.35)



























c = [C02] h = [Ca(OH)2]
I1 II I2








Figure 4.3: A schematic illustration of the asymptotic regions for two rapidly varying diffu-
sivities (D(c) = O(ǫ2), Dh = O(δ
2)) in the parameter case δ = O(ǫ). The reaction layer lies
between outer regions outer 1 (0 < x < s(t)) and outer 2 (s(t) < x < 1). It is composed of
three regions: an inner inner region (II), together with inners 1 (I1) and 2 (I2). Inners 1 and
2 facilitate the matching of the inner inner region with the two outers. The case shown is for
q > 1 and p ≥ 1. Minor modifications are needed to inner 1 and 2 for the cases q ≤ 1 and
p < 1 respectively.
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4.2 Numerical Results
4.2.1 Scheme
We implement the scheme as in the previous numerical sections 2.4 and 3.2. To avoid
encountering singularities, the regularisations (3.42) are implemented, but an analogous
regularisation for the now rapidly varying Ca(OH)2 diffusion coefficient is necessary.
As such, we let









where θ3 ≪ (ν2δ2)1/p. As for the regularisation performed in the previous chapter for
the CO2 diffusion coefficient (3.42), θ3 has to be chosen with care so that the rapidly
varying behaviour of Dh as exposed at the beginning of this chapter is not lost.
4.2.2 Base Case
Using the initial data and parameter values as in (2.51), figure 4.4 shows the numerical
results for ǫ = 5 × 10−2 and two selected values of δ. It is worth noting that the
value for θ2 in the CO2 diffusion coefficient regularisation (3.42) has been kept as
θ2 = 10
−5 and θ3 = 10−5, which has been chosen such that the case δ = ǫ1.5 satisfies
the bound θ2 ≪ (ν2δ2)1/p (with ν2 = p = 1). Compared to the single rapidly varying
CO2 diffusivity, the addition of a rapidly varying hydroxide diffusivity further slows
down the progress of the reaction zone. The most significant change occurs in the
δ = ǫ regime, where now the hydroxide concentration is O(1) in the reaction zone
and no longer small as for the slowly varying and single rapidly varying CO2 cases in

























































(b) δ = ǫ
Figure 4.4: Numerical results for two rapidly varying diffusivities. The parameter values
are ǫ = 5 × 10−2, ν1 = ν2 = 1, p = q = 1, µ = 10−3 and H = 104. The solid lines refer
to the concentration of carbon dioxide while the dotted lines are the concentration of calcium
hydroxide.
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4.2.3 Parameter Variation
As done in subsections 2.4.3 and 3.2.3 we investigate how changing the parameters
affects the system. We consider µ = 1 (figure 4.5) and H = 1 (figure 4.6). The same
changes as experienced earlier reappear here. The reaction zone progresses at a slower
rate into the concrete block in both scenarios and the concentration of CO2 is no longer
pinned at one when H = 1. Further, it is worth mentioning, that the reaction orders p
and q will have little effect in this case, since in neither of the parameter regimes there
is any dependence on them in the inner inner region.

















(a) Case δ = ǫ1.5 and times t =
0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7

















(b) Case δ = ǫ and times t =
0.1, 0.5, 0.9, 1.3
Figure 4.5: Numerical results for two rapidly varying diffusion coefficients. The parameter
values are ǫ = 5× 10−2, ν1 = ν2 = 1, p = q = 1, µ = 1 and H = 104 and selected times and δ
as stated in (a) and (b).

















(a) Case δ = ǫ1.5 and times t =
0.1, 0.5, 0.9, 1.3

















(b) Case δ = ǫ and times t =
0.5, 0.9, 1.3, 1.7
Figure 4.6: Numerical results for two rapidly varying diffusion coefficients. The parameter
values are ǫ = 5× 10−2, ν1 = ν2 = 1, p = q = 1, µ = 10−3 and H = 1 and selected times and
δ as stated in (a) and (b).
4.2.4 Free boundary s(t) and Kinetic conditions Φ1(s˙), Φ2(s˙)
Here we investigate the localisation of the interface and the profiles of Φ1 and Φ2.
The interface s(t; ǫ) is defined as in (2.13) and Φ1 as in (3.43). As we have seen in
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the analysis of this chapter and the numerical results above, for the δ = O(ǫ) regime,
h = O(1) at the interface. This is the same as saying that Φ2 is no longer zero and so
we define it as
Φ2(s˙) =
{




Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the plots of the interface, its speed and the kinetic con-
ditions for the parameter values (2.51) with p = q = 1. In figure 4.7 we consider the
asymptotic regime δ ≪ ǫ and the same behaviours as seen in the previous equivalent
subsections 2.4.4 and 3.2.4 are noted. For δ = ǫ, figure 4.8, the results have been trun-
cated and the domain extended to x ∈ [0, 25] to avoid the edge effects. The behaviour
is again similar as seen previously but now note the addition of Φ2(s˙) in figure 4.8(d),
which appears to also have a linear profile.









(a) Free boundary, s(t)









(b) Speed of free boundary, s˙(t)












(c) Kinetic condition, Φ1(s˙)
Figure 4.7: Numerical results of (2.6)-(2.10) for two rapidly varying diffusivities and δ < ǫ,
namely δ = ǫ1.5, with ǫ = 5× 10−2.
The profiles of the kinetic conditions Φ1(s˙) and Φ2(s˙) shown in figures 4.7(c) and
4.8(d) are fitted to the curve (3.44) using the interactive curve fitting toolbox in MAT-
LAB. Table 4.1 shows the best fit values of the coefficients and their goodness of fit
statistics. For the regime δ ≪ ǫ we obtain a clear linear profile, but for δ = O(ǫ) it is
not as clear. It is not until chapter 5, where we derive the leading order behaviour of
the kinetic conditions in the limit s˙→ 0, that we may conclude a linear dependence.
Different p and q
We now investigate the effect of parameter values (2.51) but with the following
changes in p and q
p > 1, q = 1, p = 1, q > 1, p < 1, q = 1, p = 1, q < 1.
Figure 4.9 shows how the free boundary advances through the domain for the dif-
ferent asymptotic regimes δ ≪ ǫ and δ = O(ǫ) respectively. The √t behaviour seems
to be maintained in all four combinations of p and q.
Figure 4.10 and table 4.2 concentrate on the kinetic conditions Φ1(s˙) and Φ2(s˙).
Looking at figure 4.10, Φ1,2(s˙) could still be approximated by s˙. However, motivated
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(a) Concentration of CO2 (solid lines) and Ca(OH)2 (dotted
lines) for times t = 10 (black), t = 30 (blue), t = 50 (green)
and t = 70 (red).









(b) Free boundary, s(t)








(c) Speed of free boundary, s˙(t)










(d) Kinetic conditions, Φ1(s˙)
(solid) and Φ2(s˙) (dashed)
Figure 4.8: Numerical results of (2.6)-(2.10) for two rapidly varying diffusivities and δ = ǫ
with ǫ = 5× 10−2 and x = [0, 25].





a=1.02 (1.009,1.031) SSE: 1.752×10−4
b=0.9879 (0.9718,1.004) Adjusted R-square: 0.9999





a=1.453 (1.395,1.512) SSE: 1.598×10−5
b=0.8404 (0.8048,0.8759) Adjusted R-square: 0.9998
c=-0.03136 (-0.03992,-0.02281) RMSE: 6.855×10−4
Φ2s˙
a=1.166 (1.126,1.206) SSE: 1.32×10−5
b=0.7285(0.6925,0.7644) Adjusted R-square: 0.9998
c=-0.04816 (-0.05853,-0.03778) RMSE: 6.234×10−4
Table 4.1: Base case curve fitting results for all asymptotic regimes for Φ1,2(s˙) = as˙
b + c.
The kinetic conditions Φ1 and Φ2 have been computed as in (3.43) and (4.37) respectively, after
solving the full reaction-diffusion system with parameter values (2.51) and two rapidly varying
diffusion coefficient.
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p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(a) Case δ < ǫ with ǫ = 5× 10−2









p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(b) Case δ = ǫ with ǫ = 0.1
Figure 4.9: Free boundary plots for two rapidly varying diffusivities and different values of p
and q.
by the results for the one rapidly varying case in section 3.2.4, note that in figure
4.10(a), the two cases in which q 6= 1 are very similar while for p 6= 1, there is a bigger
difference between the profiles. For Φ2(s˙) in figure 4.10(c), note that the opposite seems
to happen. Noteworthy features of table 4.2 are the positive statistics results, indicating
a good fit to (3.44), the negligible value of c in (3.44), indicating that Φ1,2(s˙) cannot
be approximated by a constant, and the previously pointed out features obtained from
the corresponding graphs. In chapter 5, the relationship of the kinetic conditions with
s˙(t) and its dependence on p and q will be derived analytically.











p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(a) Case δ < ǫ with ǫ = 5×10−2











p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(b) Case δ = ǫ with ǫ = 0.1












p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(c) Case δ = ǫ with ǫ = 0.1
Figure 4.10: Kinetic conditions’ plots, Φ1(s˙) and Φ2(s˙), for two rapidly varying diffusivities
and different values of p and q.
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1 a=1.157 (1.141,1.172) SSE: 8.729×10−5
b=0.6666 (0.6514,0.6806) Adj. R-square: 0.9999
c=-0.003873 (-0.02088,0.01314) RMSE: 7.363×10−4
q
>
1 a=0.9805 (0.9686,0.9924) SSE: 1.544×10−4
b=1 (0.9827,1.017) Adj. R-square: 0.9999
c=-0.002205 (-0.01455,0.01014) RMSE: 1.103×10−3
p
<
1 a=0.8294 (0.8273,0.8315) SSE: 1.049×10−5
b=1.342 (1.337,1.346) Adj. R-square: 1
c=3.751×10−3 (1.69×10−3, 5.813×10−3) RMSE: 3.021×10−4
q
<
1 a=1.012 (1.003,1.021) SSE: 1.21×10−3
b=1.009 (0.9911,1.026) Adj. R-square: 0.9997










1 a=1.742 (1.717,1.768) SSE: 3.63×10−4
b=0.5745 (0.5426,0.6065) Adj. R-square: 0.9993
c=-0.09684 (-0.1245,-0.06923) RMSE: 2.84×10−3
q
>
1 a=1.186 (1.153,1.218) SSE: 1.049×10−5
b=0.7392 (0.7107,0.7677) Adj. R-square: 0.9998
c=-0.06379 (-0.07189,-0.05568) RMSE: 5.555×10−4
p
<
1 a=1.295 (1.197,1.393) SSE: 6.409×10−5
b=0.8567 (0.7912,0.922) Adj. R-square: 0.9991
c=-0.04106 (-0.05428,-0.02783) RMSE: 1.282×10−3
q
<
1 a=1.748 (1.716,0.78) SSE: 8.862×10−5
b=0.9194 (0.8991,0.9396) Adj. R-square: 0.9989







1 a=1.398 (1.368,1.427) SSE: 1.128×10−4
b=0.784(0.759,0.809) Adj. R-square: 0.9996
c=-0.0691 (-0.07728,-0.06093) RMSE: 1.583×10−3
q
>
1 a=1.277 (1.215,1.339) SSE: 2.22×10−5
b=0.2705 (0.2345,0.3063) Adj. R-square: 0.9998
c=-0.3626 (-0.452,-0.2731) RMSE: 8.084×10−4
p
<
1 a=1.062 (1.013,1.111) SSE: 8.862×10−5
b=0.5809 (0.5073,0.6545) Adj. R-square: 0.9989
c=-0.09838 (-0.1325,-0.06424) RMSE: 1.507×10−3
q
<
1 a=1.33 (1.308,1.352) SSE: 3.347×10−5
b=1.109 (1.093,1.125) Adj. R-square: 0.9998
c=-0.01923 (-0.02119,-0.01727) RMSE: 8.822×10−4
Table 4.2: Different values of p and q curve fitting results for all asymptotic regimes for
Φ1,2(s˙) = as˙
b + c. The kinetic conditions Φ1 and Φ2 have been computed as in (3.43) and
(4.37) respectively, after solving the full reaction-diffusion system with parameter values (2.51)
and two rapidly varying diffusion coefficient.
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Chapter 4. Concrete Carbonation with Two Rapidly Varying Diffusion Coefficients
This chapter concludes the derivation of the sharp interface models in the fast reac-
tion limit ǫ→ 0 for concrete carbonation. Using the technique of matched asymptotics
we have derived a one-phase Stefan model for the parameter regime δ ≪ ǫ and a two-
phase Stefan model for δ = O(ǫ). The choice of diffusion coefficients determines the
structure of the kinetic boundary conditions (2.21). For slowly varying diffusivities
(chapter 2), both Φ1(s˙) and Φ2(s˙) are zero. For a one rapidly varying CO2 diffusivity,
depending now on the reaction term (2.11), Φ1(s˙) is no longer zero and its solution
is determined by solving a micro problem obtained from the reaction layer (inner in-
ner). Finally, in this chapter, we have looked at two rapidly varying diffusivities and
for the two-phase Stefan model, where Φ2(s˙) plays a role, we now obtain a non-zero
Φ2(s˙), which solution is also given by a micro problem. This leads to a non-standard,
two-phase, micro-macro, moving boundary Stefan problem.
In the following chapters we analyse these derived Stefan problems further to achieve
a better insight into the carbonation reaction. First we concentrate on the micro
problems (chapter 5) to ultimately consider the full picture (chapter 6).
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Chapter 5
The Derived Micro Problems
The results obtained in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are either one- or two-phase generalised
Stefan problems (δ ≪ ǫ or δ = O(ǫ) respectively) with differing free boundary condi-
tions (depending on the diffusion coefficients). In the following two chapters we collect
and summarise these results and perform further analysis. We start by looking at the
set of micro problems derived. These are used to update the concentrations of CO2
and Ca(OH)2 on the free boundary x = s(t) of the macro problems, resulting in a
coupled micro-macro system. The micro problems only arise when one or two diffusion
coefficients are rapidly varying (Chapters 3 and 4 respectively). For slowly varying
diffusivities (Chapter 2) both CO2 and Ca(OH)2 are zero at leading order on x = s(t).
Nevertheless, these micro problems can also be viewed as stand-alone problems and
this is what this chapter will concentrate on. First, all the derived micro problems will
be stated and then we proceed to do some analysis and numerical simulations on them.
5.1 The micro problems
Throughout chapters 3 and 4, five different micro problems are obtained. These are
detailed and labelled as follows.
We denote as S-micro problems the micro problems obtained in chapter 3, where a
single rapidly varying diffusion coefficient is considered:
























= s˙(h¯0 − hi(s)− µc¯0), (5.2)
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with
as x¯→ +∞ c¯0 → 0, D¯c∂c¯0
∂x¯
→ 0 h¯0 → hi(s), (5.3)




and Dh = O(1).




















= −s˙(µc¯0 + hi(s)), (5.6)
with









and Dh = O(1).









































and Dh = O(1).
We denote as D-micro problems the micro problems obtained in chapter 4, where
two rapidly varying diffusivities are considered:
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= s˙(h¯0 − hi(s)− µc¯0), (5.14)
with
as x¯→ +∞ c¯0 → 0, D¯c∂c¯0
∂x¯
→ 0, h¯0 → hi(s), (5.15)



































as x¯→ +∞ c¯0 → 0, D¯c∂c¯0
∂x¯
→ 0, h¯0 → Φ2(s˙), (5.19)











To determine whether the micro problems are well defined we perform an eigenmode
analysis on all five of them. This section is split into the S-Micro problems and the
D-Micro problems. The case p = q = 1 will be explained in detail for all the problems.
The conclusions obtained will then hold for p, q > 1, however more care is needed to
determine the eigenmodes. As an example, the eigenmodes for the S1a micro problem
will be derived.
The approach taken here is as in [55]. At each boundary we seek for perturbations
of the form
c¯0 = C¯0 + θC¯1, h¯0 = H¯0 + θH¯1, (5.21)
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where θ is an arbitrary small parameter and C¯0, H¯0 are the leading order behaviours
of the dependent variables c¯0, h¯0 respectively as x¯ → −∞ or x¯ → +∞. Substituting
the perturbation (5.21) into each micro problem, we linearise in C¯1 and H¯1 to obtain
order θ terms, neglecting the forcing terms. For each limiting behaviour we identify
the number of conditions imposed on the micro problem and check that we obtain the
right amount for the system to be well defined. The eigenmodes that contradict the
asymptotic expansions (5.21) are inconsistent and so we require them to be absent. To
do this, the modes’ multiplicative constant will be forced to be zero. Each eigenmode
that requires this, imposes one condition.
5.2.1 S-Micro problems
The S-micro problems are those obtained for a single rapidly varying diffusivity. Recall
that for the functional form (3.1) we have D¯c = ν1/h¯
q
0 and so as x¯→ −∞, D¯c becomes
singular. To avoid this we introduce the following transformations,







= y2, h¯0 = y3 (5.22)
where ′ = ∂/∂x¯ and perturb around y1, y2 and y3, instead of using (5.21). Let p = q = 1
and consider each micro problem separately.
5.2.1.1 S1a micro problem




2 = y1y3, y2 − λ2Dhy′3 = s˙(y3 − hi − µy1), y2y3 = ν1y′1 (5.23)
with
as x¯→ +∞ y1 → 0, y2 → 0, y3 → hi, (5.24)
as x¯→ −∞ y1 → Φ1, y2 → −s˙(hi + µΦ1), y3 → 0. (5.25)
For x¯→ +∞, we substitute the perturbations
y1 = θY1, y2 = θY2, y3 = hi + θY3, (5.26)
into (5.23) and equating the terms of order θ yields the following homogeneous system
for Y1, Y2, and Y3
µs˙Y ′1 + Y
′
2 = Y1hi, Y2 − λ2DhY ′3 = s˙(Y3 − µY1), hiY2 = ν1Y ′1 .
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and C1, C2, C3 are all arbitrary constants. Note that
the first set of eigenmodes contradicts the asymptotic expansions (5.26) forcing C1 = 0.
The boundary conditions as x¯→ +∞ therefore impose one condition.
For x¯→ −∞, we substitute the perturbations
y1 = Φ1 + θY1, y2 = −s˙(hi + µΦ1) + θY2, y3 = θY3, (5.29)
into (5.23) and the order θ terms yield
µs˙Y ′1 + Y
′
2 = Φ1Y3, Y2 − λ2DhY ′3 = s˙(Y3 − µY1), −s˙(hi + µΦ1)Y3 = ν1Y ′1 . (5.30)
































and C1, C2, C3 are arbitrary constants. As x¯→ −∞ the
second condition is inconsistent with (5.29) giving a total of two conditions. In order
for S1a to be well defined, three conditions are necessary. However, note that if Φ1
is prescribed, the third set of eigenmodes above contradicts the asymptotic expansion
too and hence we obtain our third missing condition.
Before continuing with S1b, consider p > 1, q > 1. The procedure for determining
the eigenmodes requires greater care now. We focus on S1a and note that the remaining
micro problems can be done in a similar way. We now perturb using the original
variables as in (5.21). Further, when the concentrations tend to zero as x¯ → ±∞ we
seek for their leading order limiting behaviour and perturb around it.
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(1 + θC¯1), h¯0 = hi(1 + θH¯1),




























































s˙2µ2(p− 1)(λ2Dhhqiµ(p− 1)− ν1)

































where C1, C2, C3 are arbitrary constants. The first eigenmode is a constant with an
exponential correction and so it is inconsistent. Note that the second eigenmode is
consistent since it corresponds to the arbitrary constant for c¯0 in (5.33). Hence in
total, as x¯→ +∞ we obtain one condition.
Before looking at the limit x¯ → −∞, we consider the case µ = 0. The concentra-








(1 + θC¯1), h¯0 = hi(1 + θH¯1),
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where A = 2(p+1)ν1
(p−1)2h2qi













where n± are the solutions to the quadratic equation ν1n2 + ν1n−Ah2qi p, and




















The condition C1 = 0 is imposed since x¯
n+ blows up as x¯→ +∞. It is worth noticing
that n− is small enough so that x¯
p+1
p−1+n− → 0 as x¯→ +∞ hence in total we obtain one
condition as in the µ 6= 0 case.











We substitute the perturbations
c¯0 = Φ1(1 + θC¯1), h¯0 = (−Ax¯)−
1
q−1 (1 + θH¯1),
where A =
(q−1)Φp1
s˙ into (5.1)-(5.4). As x¯ → −∞, H¯1 is determined by the solution to














q − 1 (−bx¯)
1−2q
q−1 H¯1,
and consequently C¯1 can be calculated as























C¯1 = − q−1p C2






















where C2 = C3 = 0 so two conditions are imposed as long as Φ1 is prescribed. It
is worth mentioning that the second eigenmode is a constant with an infinitesimally
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small correction. The micro problem S1a is therefore well defined for p, q > 1 with one
condition imposed by the boundary condition x¯ → +∞ and two from x¯ → −∞. The
remaining micro problems follow with the need to first find the limiting behaviours to
perturb around.
We now go back to the case p = q = 1 and seek for the eigenmodes of the remaining
micro problems.
5.2.1.2 S1b micro problem
We make the variable transformations (5.22) to obtain the problem
µs˙y′1 + y
′
2 = y1y3, y2 −Dhy′3 = −s˙(hi + µy1), y2y3 = ν1y′1, (5.34)
with
x¯→ +∞ y1 → 0, y2 → 0, Dhy′3 → s˙hi, (5.35)
x¯→ −∞ y1 → Φ1, y2 → −s˙(hi + µΦ1), y3 → 0. (5.36)
Comparing with S1a (5.23)-(5.25), note the disappearance of the y3 variable in the
second equation of (5.23) and the now Neumann boundary condition for y3 as x¯→ +∞.
For x¯→ +∞, we substitute the perturbations




into (5.34) and obtain the order θ homogeneous system
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and C1, C2 and C3 are arbitrary constants.
As x¯ → +∞ the first set of eigenmodes are inconsistent and so C1 = 0, giving one
condition.
For x¯→ −∞, we substitute the perturbations (5.29) into (5.34) and linearising in Y1,
Y2 and Y3 yields
µs˙Y ′1 + Y
′
2 = Φ1Y3, Y2 −DhY ′3 = −s˙µY1, −s˙(hi + µΦ1)Y3 = ν1Y ′1 , (5.42)
















as the third eigenmode. This yields two more conditions (as long as Φ1 is prescribed),
and with the condition imposed by the limit x¯ → +∞ we may conclude that S1b is
well defined.
5.2.1.3 S2 micro problem
The micro problem S2 can be rewritten as
µs˙y′1 + y
′
2 = y1y3, y2 −Dhy′3 = −µs˙y1 −Dh0 h˜0, y2y3 = ν1y′1, (5.43)
with
x¯→ +∞ y1 → 0, y2 → 0, Dhy′3 → Dh0 h˜0, (5.44)
x¯→ −∞ y1 → Φ1, y2 → −s˙µΦ1 −Dh0 h˜0, y3 → 0, (5.45)
where Dh0 h˜0 = Dh0
∂h0(s+,t)
∂x is the flux on outer 2 which is treated as a constant in the
inner inner. This case is very similar to the S1b case. Note that (5.34) and (5.43) are
essentially identical with the exception that the constant in the second equation is now
Dh0 h˜0.
For x¯→ +∞, we substitute the perturbations




to obtain the homogeneous system (5.38) except for the coefficient of x¯ in the first and
third equations is now
Dh0
Dh






h˜0. Hence, we have one inconsistent eigenmode.
Looking at x¯ → −∞ we see that all the results are equivalent as to the S1b micro
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problem with s˙(hi+µΦ1) substituted with s˙µΦ1+Dh0 h˜0. In total, we have the necessary
three conditions, as long as Φ1 is prescribed.
5.2.2 D-Micro Problems
We consider now the micro problems obtained when both Dc and Dh are rapidly
varying.
5.2.2.1 D1 micro problem
Consider D1 and note that (5.14) can be substituted into (5.13) to obtain two first
order ordinary differential equations
s˙h¯
′
0 = c¯0h¯0, ν1c¯
′
0 = s˙h¯0(h¯0 − hi − µc¯0), (5.46)
with
x¯→ +∞ c¯0 → 0, h¯0 → hi, (5.47)
x¯→ −∞ c¯0 → Φ1, h¯0 → 0, (5.48)
where ′ = ∂/∂x¯. Note that the boundary condition for D¯cc¯
′
0 is no longer required.
Consequently we are now looking for two inconsistent eigenmodes.
For x¯→ +∞ we substitute the perturbations
c¯0 = θC¯1, h¯0 = hi + θH¯1, (5.49)




1 = hiC¯1, ν1C¯
′















hi and C1, C2 are arbitrary constants. As x¯ → +∞, the
first set of eigenmodes contradict the perturbations (5.49), forcing C1 = 0. Thus, this
boundary condition imposes one condition.
For x¯→ −∞, we substitute the following perturbations
c¯0 = Φ1 + θC¯1, h¯0 = θH¯1, (5.51)
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into (5.46) and ignoring the forcing terms, the order θ terms yield
s˙H¯
′
1 = Φ1H¯1, ν1C¯
′
1 = −s˙(hi + µΦ1)H¯1.
This second order homogeneous system has the eigenmodes

















where C1, C2 are arbitrary constants. As x¯→ −∞ the constant eigenmode is inconsis-
tent if Φ1 is prescribed. Hence, the limiting behaviours impose two conditions as long
as Φ1 is prescribed.
5.2.2.2 D2 micro problem
Note that for D2 not only D¯c becomes singular as x¯ → −∞ but from the functional
form (4.1) we also have D¯h = ν2/c¯
p
0, which becomes singular as x¯→ +∞. We introduce









so that D2 becomes
µs˙y′1+ y
′
2 = y1y3, y1y2− s˙(y3−µy1−Φ2)y1+Dh0 h˜0y1 = ν2y′3, y2y3 = ν1y′1 (5.53)
with
x¯→ +∞ y1 → 0, y2 → 0, y3 → Φ2, (5.54)
x¯→ −∞ y1 → Φ1, y2 → −s˙(Φ2 + µΦ1)−Dh0 h˜0, y3 → 0, (5.55)
where Dh0 h˜0 = Dh0
∂h0(s+,t)
∂x . For x¯→ +∞ we substitute the perturbations
y1 = θY1, y2 = θY2, y3 = Φ2 + θY3,
into (5.53) to obtain
µs˙Y ′1 + Y
′
2 = Φ2Y1, Dh0 h˜0Y1 = ν2Y
′
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Φ2 and C1, C2, C3 are all arbitrary constants. Thus, the
boundary conditions as x¯→ +∞ impose one condition. Note that if Φ2 is defined then
C3 = 0, and so we have another inconsistent eigenmode.
For x¯→ −∞, we perturb (5.53) as follows
y1 = Φ1 + θY1, y2 = −s˙(Φ2 + µΦ1)−Dh0 h˜0 + θY2, y3 = θY3,

























Φ1 and C1, C2, C3 are arbitrary constants. Hence this bound-
ary condition imposes one condition unless Φ1 is defined, in which case we obtain two.
Thus, as long as either Φ1 or Φ2 are prescribed we obtain three inconsistent modes for
the micro problem to be well-posed.
Summarising, in all cases, the boundary condition as x¯→ +∞ imposes one condi-
tion and as x¯→ −∞, two further conditions are imposed (except for D2, where there
is only one). Computing the eigenmodes has determined that all the micro problems
have a consistent number of boundary conditions.
5.3 Numerical results
Since all micro problems are well defined, it is now possible to evaluate them numerically
and solve for Φ1,2. Note that the eigenmode analysis above states that Φ1 has to be
prescribed. With this in mind, we view the problems stated in section 5.1 as initial
value problems with the initial condition being the boundary condition as x¯ → −∞.
The ordinary differential equations are then solved backwards in space. The value of
Φ1 can range between zero and one and so we systematically go through each one until
the conditions as x¯ → +∞ are satisfied. Due to the sensitivity of the value of Φ1 on
the systems, great care is needed. The idea is to improve the value of Φ1 gradually by
increasing the range of the domain slowly using the previous approximation for Φ1 as
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the new initial guess.
Graphs 5.1 to 5.3 show the plots of Φ1 vs s˙(t) given by the micro problems S1a
to D1 respectively for p = q = 1. We see a roughly linear relation which coincides
with the results obtained in sections 3.2.4 and 4.2.4. For S2, the flux is treated as an
extra parameter. Figure 5.2 shows a three dimensional plot of the possible behaviours
depending on the values of s˙, Φ1 and the flux. An analogous procedure can be used
to obtain a result for Φ1 and Φ2 in D2. However, checking the boundary conditions as
x¯→ +∞ is no longer as straight forward since h¯0 → Φ2, an unknown, there.































Figure 5.1: Profile of Φ1(s˙) obtained for each S1-Micro problem. The micro problems are
treated as initial value problems with initial condition as x¯→ −∞ and solved for values of Φ1
for which the conditions as x¯ → +∞ are satisfied. The parameter values are λ = µ = D¯c =






















Figure 5.2: S2-Micro problem, (5.9)-(5.12). The outer 2 flux of h is now an extra parameter.
5.4 Asymptotic limit s˙(t)→ 0
From the previous numerical sections 2.4.4, 3.2.4 and 4.2.4, taking the limit s˙(t) → 0
is equivalent to investigating the large time behaviour. It is of interest to investigate
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Figure 5.3: D1-Micro problem, (5.13)-(5.16).
analytically the structure of the kinetic conditions Φ1(s˙) and Φ2(s˙) given by the micro
problems. To do this, we look at each problem separately.
5.4.1 S-Micro Problems
Let s˙(t) = 0 in S1a and S1b, then Φ1 = 0 at leading order. This suggests considering
the next order terms.
Concentrating on S1a with δ = λǫ2, we rescale as follows
c¯0 = 0, h¯0 = H¯, x¯ = s˙
−1X¯,
so that the boundary condition (5.3) is satisfied. We denote this region as the outer.
The governing equation (5.2) gives
















A boundary layer is now required to smooth h¯0 as x¯→ −∞. The scalings are
c¯0 → s˙
2
p+1C, h¯0 = s˙
2
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= Hq(λ2DhHX − hi), (5.58)
with
as X → −∞ H → 0, λ2DhHXX
Hq
→ ap, (5.59)
as X → +∞ λ2DhH → hiX, (5.60)
where the latter boundary condition is obtained by matching to the outer and a is
a constant. Figure 5.4 shows a sketch of the solution of h¯0 where, without loss of









The structure of the kinetic condition is thus given by the power law










. Hence, Φ1 depends on the value of p but is independent of






Figure 5.4: Sketch of the behaviour of h¯0 for micro problem S1a with p = q = 1.
For S1b, the now Neumann condition for h¯0 in (5.7) simplifies the whole analysis.
Substituting the scalings (5.57) in (5.5)-(5.8), yields at leading order (5.58) with (5.59),
(5.60) and (5.61) where λ = 1. The structure of the kinetic condition is as in (5.62).
These results are in good agreement with the ones given by solving the full reaction-
diffusion system (2.6)-(2.10). The cases for δ ≪ ǫ in tables 3.1 and 3.2 coincide with
the relationship (5.62).
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(a) p = q = 1














p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
(b) Different p, q
Figure 5.5: Dependence of Dh0
∂h0(s
+,t)
∂x on s˙ for the regime δ = O(ǫ) extracted from solving the
full reaction-diffusion system with one rapidly varying diffusion coefficient Dc. The derivative
was calculated using central difference around the point x = s(t)+ǫ
2
q+1 which is where the outer
2 region starts.











Setting s˙ = 0 in (5.9) and (5.63) yields a regular problem, in which S2 has no depen-
dence on s˙. This gives that Φ1 is a constant. However, figure 3.10(d) in chapter 3
implies that Φ1 does depend in s˙. For this reason, and to be able to conclude how Φ1
depends on s˙, we argue that the outer 2 flux is of O(s˙). Figure 5.5 shows that this






where A is an arbitrary constant, and so the results obtained for S1b above follow with
hi replaced by A. The comparison to the case δ = O(ǫ) in tables 3.1 and 3.2 is not
ideal. The right behaviour in the coefficient of b of (3.44) is observed, however its value
is not as accurate as for the regime δ ≪ ǫ. This could be due to the now relatively
large value of ǫ taken to solve the full reaction-diffusion system.
5.4.2 D-Micro Problems
Letting s˙ = 0 in D1 gives Φ1 = 0 and so we introduce the scalings
c¯0 = s˙
2
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= Hq(H − hi),
with



























which has been obtained by equating (5.17) and (5.18) and integrating. As for the
S2 micro problem, we argue that the flux of h0 in outer 2 can be approximated by
(5.64). Figures 4.8(d), 4.10(c) and table 4.2 suggest that the kinetic conditions are
not a constant. The flux of h0 in outer 2 is plotted in figure 5.6, suggesting that the
assumption (5.64) is reasonable for D2.















p = 1, q = 1
p > 1, q = 1
p = 1, q > 1
p < 1, q = 1
p = 1, q < 1
Figure 5.6: Dependance of Dh0
∂h0(s
+,t)
∂x on s˙ for the regime δ = O(ǫ) extracted from solving
the full reaction-diffusion system with two rapidly varying diffusion coefficients. The derivative





p+1C, h¯0 = s˙
2
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with
as X → +∞ C → 0, H → b, as X → −∞ C → a.
Thus, the kinetic conditions can be approximated by the power laws
Φ1 ∼ a ∗ s˙
2
p+1 and Φ2 ∼ b ∗ s˙
2
q+1 , (5.66)
where a, b are constants. These results can be compared with the ones extracted from
the full reaction-diffusion system (2.6)-(2.10) displayed in tables 4.1 and 4.2. For D1,
the agreement is excellent. For D2, similar behaviours are seen but the large ǫ value
and the consideration of all the computed s˙(t) in tables 4.1 and 4.2 instead of just
s˙≪ 1 make the values of the coefficients in (3.44) differ slightly.
This chapter shows that all the micro problems are well defined and that they can
be solved numerically. Further, the main result here is the analytical approximation of
the kinetic conditions for large time. The concentration of CO2 on the free boundary,
Φ1(s˙), given by the micro problems, has the general profile Φ1 ∼ s˙
2
p+1 , independent
of q. Similarly, for the Ca(OH)2 we obtain Φ2 ∼ s˙
2
q+1 . We are now in a position to
consider the generalised Stefan problems. Returning to the role of the micro problems
in the broader picture, these are necessary to obtain the concentrations of CO2 and
Ca(OH)2 at the reaction zone. It is worth mentioning that these concentrations can
also be obtained from the solution to the full reaction-diffusion system (2.6) to (2.10)
as shown in sections 3.2.4 and 4.2.4. When solving the macro problems later, both
approaches will be taken and compared.
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The Generalised Stefan Problems
We are now in a position to recap the full scope of all the results obtained in chapters 2,
3 and 4, with the assurance, from chapter 5, that the micro problems in the latter two
chapters are well defined. First, the derived one- and two-phase micro-macro problems
are summarised. Large and small time asymptotics are performed and finally we apply
the method of lines to solve the Stefan problems numerically.
6.1 The derived micro-macro problems
There are two distinct asymptotic regimes, namely δ ≪ ǫ and δ = O(ǫ). For δ ≪ ǫ, we
obtain one-phase problems, while for δ = O(ǫ), we have two-phase problems. The type
of diffusion coefficients chosen will impact on the interface conditions. This section
considers these two different types of Stefan problems separately.
The one-phase problem
In the case δ ≪ ǫ we obtain the one-phase problem:












on x = 0 −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= H(1− c0), (6.2)
on x = s(t) c0 = Φ1(s˙), −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= s˙(µc0 + hi(s)), (6.3)
at t = 0 c = ci for 0 ≤ x ≤ s0, s = s0, (6.4)
with h0 = hi for s(t) ≤ x ≤ 1.
The value of Φ1 depends on the behaviour of the diffusion coefficients as follows:
• For slowly varying CO2 and Ca(OH)2 diffusivities, chapter 2 gives Φ1 = 0.
• For a rapidly varying CO2 diffusivity only, chapter 3 shows that Φ1 is given as
the solution to a micro problem which depends upon the size of δ relative to ǫ2.
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In particular, for δ ≤ ǫ2, Φ1 is determined by S1a, (5.1)-(5.4), and for ǫ2 ≪ δ ≪ ǫ
its solution is given by S1b, (5.5)-(5.8).
• When both diffusivities vary rapidly, chapter 4, Φ1 is now determined by the
solution of the micro problem denoted as D1, (5.13)-(5.16).
The two-phase problem
In the case δ = O(ǫ), we obtain the two-phase problem:
























on x = 0 −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= H(1− c0), (6.7)







= s˙(µc0 + h0), (6.9)




at t = t0 c0 = Ci for 0 ≤ x ≤ s0, h0 = Hi for s0 ≤ x ≤ 1, (6.11)
s = s0. (6.12)
We recall that t0 is the time for which the reaction zone remains at the surface (stage
I carbonation) and begins to ingress into the concrete. Ci and Hi denote the resulting
concentration profiles at this time, which differ from their initial values ci, hi respec-
tively, except for when both diffusivities are rapidly varying. In the latter case there is
no stage I carbonation and so t0 = 0, Ci = ci and Hi = hi.
The values of Φ1 and Φ2 depend upon the behaviour of the diffusion coefficients as
follows:
• For slowly varying CO2 and Ca(OH)2 diffusivities, chapter 2 implies that Φ1 =
0 = Φ2.
• For a single rapidly varying CO2 diffusivity, chapter 3, Φ2 = 0 and Φ1 is deter-
mined by the micro problem S2, (5.9)-(5.12).
• For two rapidly varying diffusivities, chapter 4 gives that Φ1 and Φ2 are deter-
mined by the micro problem D2, (5.17)-(5.20).
6.2 Large and small time behaviour
For the one-phase problem (6.1)-(6.4) and the two-phase problem (6.5)-(6.12), the
parameter 1/µ represents the Stefan number. Relevant to the concrete situation is the
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large Stefan number limit µ→ 0. In this limit, the problems become quasi-steady due
to the now disparate time-scales of diffusion and reaction. In this section we solve these
quasi steady problems in the two asymptotic regimes t≫ 1, large time behaviour, and
t ≪ 1, small time behaviour, for p = q = 1. A comparison of their solutions to the
numerical results of the reaction-diffusion system (2.6)-(2.10) is also given.
6.2.1 One-phase problem
The asymptotics of this problem for power law forms of Φ1 = s˙
n are described in
[21, 23]. Taking the limit µ → 0, after an initial transient regime t = O(µ) in which
the interface is stationary at leading order, an explicit solution for the quasi-steady
problem t > O(µ) when Dc0 ≡ 1 is












s˙+Φ1(s˙) = 1, s(0) = s0. (6.14)
We now investigate all the possible forms of Φ1.
Slowly varying diffusivities (Dc = O(1), Dh = O(1))































Figure 6.1(a) shows the plot of the interface for this asymptotic regime t ≫ 1
(6.16) along with the numerically calculated interface obtained by solving (2.6)-(2.10)
in COMSOL Multiphysics. The initial data and parameter values taken for all the
simulations in this chapter are
hi = 1, ci = 0 for 0 ≤ x ≤ X, µ = 10−3, H = 1, p = q = 1. (6.17)
The agreement in figure 6.1(a) is excellent but in order to get a more in depth com-
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parison we use the interactive curve fitting toolbox in MATLAB. First, we note that
substituting the parameter values used in the numerical simulations i.e. H = hi = 1,





The coefficients calculated with 95% confident bounds are
a = 1.412 (1.412, 1.412), b = −0.9869 (−0.99,−0.9839).
This fit has a sum of squares due to error (SSE) value of 1.55× 10−4 and an adjusted
R-square statistics of 1. Recall that, for the SSE fit, a value closer to zero indicates a
better fit, while for the adjusted R-square statistics, we look for a value close to 1.










More care is needed now for the comparison of the small time behaviour. The numerical
simulations of the full reaction-diffusion system and the above analytical results with
the parameter values (6.17) are shown in figure 6.2(a). The analytical approximation
displays the same qualitative behaviour but the quantitative comparison is not ideal.
Fitting a curve of the form f(t) = t+ at2, where the coefficient of t has been imposed,
in the curve fitting toolbox for the COMSOL simulations gives a = −0.5206 with
SSE= 1.78× 10−2 and adjusted R-square=0.9747.
One and two rapidly varying diffusivities (Dc = O(ǫ
2), Dh = O(1) and Dc =
O(ǫ2), Dh = O(δ
2) respectively)
From the simulations in chapters 3 and 4 (figures 3.8(c) and 4.7(c)) or the results
of the micro problems S1a, S1b and D1 in chapter 5 (figures 5.1 and 5.3) we see that
Φ1 ∼ s˙.


















− H + hi
Hhi






The comparisons between the numerical simulations and the approximation of the
interface s(t) ∼ √2t − 2, i.e. (6.20) with H = hi = 1, for one and two rapidly vary-
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ing diffusion coefficients are shown in figures 6.1(b) and 6.1(c) respectively. For one
rapidly varying diffusion coefficient, the custom equation fit (6.18) gives coefficients
with 95% confident bounds of a = 1.401 (1.4, 1.401) and b = −1.788 (−1.792,−1.783),
SSE = 4.197 × 10−4 and adjusted R-square= 1. For two rapidly varying diffusiv-
ities the coefficients with 95% confident bounds are a = 1.408 (1.408, 1.408) and
b = −1.814 (−1.817,−1.812), SSE = 9.513× 10−5 and adjusted R-square= 1.














Figure 6.2(b) and 6.2(c) shows the comparison of the analytical approximation s(t) ∼
1
2 t− 116 t2 with the numerical results for one and two rapidly varying diffusion coefficients
respectively.









(a) Slowly varying - Here ǫ = 10−2 and the
large time approximation of the interface
is s(t) ∼ √2t− 1.









(b) One rapidly varying - Here ǫ = 10−1
and the large time approximation of the
interface is s(t) ∼ √2t− 2.









(c) Two rapidly varying - Here ǫ = 10−1
and the large time approximation of the
interface is s(t) ∼ √2t− 2.
Figure 6.1: Large time behaviour: Comparison of the COMSOL Multiphysics simulations for
the full reaction-diffusion system (2.6)-(2.10) on the domain 0 ≤ x ≤ 25 with δ = ǫ2, ǫ as stated
in each subfigure and hi = H = 1, µ = 10
−3, ν1 = ν2 = 1 (solid line) and the analytical large
time behaviour for the one-phase Stefan problems (dotted line).
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(a) Slowly varying - Here ǫ = 10−2 and the
small time approximation of the interface
is s(t) ∼ t− 12 t2.









(b) One rapidly varying - Here ǫ = 10−1
and the small time approximation of the
interface is s(t) ∼ 12 t− 116 t2.









(c) Two rapidly varying - Here ǫ = 10−1
and the small time approximation of the
interface is s(t) ∼ 12 t− 116 t2.
Figure 6.2: Small time behaviour: Comparison of the COMSOL Multiphysics simulations for
the full reaction-diffusion system (2.6)-(2.10) on the domain 0 ≤ x ≤ 25 with δ = ǫ2, ǫ as stated
in each subfigure and hi = H = 1, µ = 10
−3, ν1 = ν2 = 1 (solid line) and the analytical small
time behaviour for the one-phase Stefan problems (dotted line).
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6.2.2 Two-phase problem
In the quasi-steady CO2 limit µ→ 0, we again have solution (6.13) in the case Dc0 ≡ 1.
This gives the non-standard Stefan problem for the Ca(OH)2 as




























at t = t0 h0 = Hi for s0 ≤ x ≤ 1, s = s0. (6.24)
This problem in the slowly varying diffusivity case when Φ1 = 0 = Φ2 has been con-
sidered by [26] in the context of binary alloy oxidation. However, the more general
statement has not received attention. Here we will consider Φ1 = 0 = Φ2, Φ1 6= 0,
Φ2 = 0 and Φ1 6= 0, Φ2 6= 0. These three cases correspond to the slowly, one rapidly
varying and two rapidly varying scenarios respectively. The actual forms taken for Φ1
and Φ2 will be introduced and justified later on. The ideas, steps and methods are
quite similar in all three cases. Therefore, we treat only the slowly varying case in
detail.
As in the previous section we will also compare the derived approximations with
numerical simulations of (2.6)-(2.10). However, for the small time behaviour, the ap-
pearance of a stage I carbonation makes it even more difficult to compare the asymp-
totic behaviour with the numerical one. In order to do this comparison, much more
care is needed between the transition from Stage I and Stage II. For example, further
investigation on the definition of the interface taken (2.13) is needed. Actually, the
small time behaviour is of small practical sense. It is the large time behaviour that
has most significance. However, the mathematics involved in obtaining the small time
approximations are interesting. For this reasons, we perform the analysis for small and
large time behaviour but only compare the results to numerical data in the large time
scenario.
6.2.2.1 Slowly varying diffusivity
We start with the simplest of all the cases. This has been considered in [26], where the
large and small time and parameter behaviour is derived using Laplace/Fourier trans-
forms. Here, we only look at the large and small time behaviour and use asymptotic
expansions instead to determine the structure of the interface as well as the concentra-
tion of calcium hydroxide.
Consider the semi-infinite version of (6.21)-(6.24) with Φ1 = 0 = Φ2. Recall that
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there is now a stage I carbonation and so t0 6= 0 in (6.4). To simplify the analysis
we perform transformations such that the problem starts at zero and fix the domain.




(t− t0), y = 1
Dh0
(x− s(t)). (6.25)
The problem we will be working on is now,



















as y →∞ h0 → hi (6.28)
at τ = 0, h0 = Hi for 0 ≤ y ≤ ∞, s = 0. (6.29)
Large time asymptotics
To analyse the large time behaviour τ → ∞, introduce the artificial parameter
τ = Tθ , θ ≪ 1, T = O(1). Further, use the nontrivial balance y = Yθ1/2 and s = Lθ1/2
and consider the asymptotic expansions
h0 = h
0(Y, T ) + θ1/2h1(Y, T ) + θh2(Y, T ), L = L0(T ) + θ1/2L1(T ) + θL2(T ). (6.30)
We substitute the expansions (6.30) into the transformed problem (6.26)-(6.29) and





















asY →∞ h0 = hi. (6.33)
The above problem is invariant under the transformations
Y = αY¯ , T = α2T¯ , L0 = αL¯0, h0 = h¯0.
This suggests the similarity solution
h0 = f0(η) η = Y T
−1/2, L0 = α0T 1/2,
for some α0 to be determined. Hence, solving the leading order problem has been
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f ′0 = 0, (6.34)
where ′ = ddη and subject to the boundary conditions





, f0(∞) = hi. (6.35)




























































asY →∞ h1 = 0. (6.40)
This problem has the similarity solution
h1 = T−1/2f1(η) η = Y T−1/2, L1 = α1,













f1 = 0, (6.41)
with the boundary conditions


































where C1 and C2 are constants of integration to be determined using the boundary
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Hence, f1 → 0 algebraically as η → ∞. The third condition in (6.42) is not sufficient
to conclude the value of α1. We need to know the rate at which the solution tends to
zero. To this aim we consider the τ = O(1) problem (6.26)-(6.29) in the y → ∞ limit
and seek a WKBJ expansion. Doing this and putting back into (Y, T ) variables, we see
that







i.e. h0 tends to hi with and exponential corrector and not an algebraic one. Hence
C1 = 0 = C2. Further,
f1 = 0 and α1 = − 1
H
. (6.44)
Before moving on it is worth mentioning that to obtain (6.43) we make use of the
initial condition of Ca(OH)2. Recall that this is the leading order concentration of
Ca(OH)2 at the end of stage I carbonation and we derive this in Appendix B.1. For
the semi-infinite case, we use Laplace transforms to obtain (B.10). From there we can
extract the concentration profile Hi for h0 by denoting t = t0 to be the time at which
the leading order concentration of Ca(OH)2 falls to zero at the reaction zone in stage
I leaving Hi = h0(x, t0). However, this expression is difficult to work with and so
instead, an equivalent but new format for the initial condition is derived, directly from
the outer 2 region for Stage I (B.5)-(B.8). The solution to this problem has the form
h0 = hi − A and so substituting this ansatz into (B.5)-(B.8) leaves a problem for A
that has a similarity solution. The initial condition of Ca(OH)2 is now














This is the initial condition used in the workout for (6.43) and the one that will be
used for the remainder of this section. This initial condition is much easier to work



































The results (6.44) obtained for the O(θ1/2) motivates going a step further and
looking for the next order term h2(Y, T ). Hence, consider the O(θ) terms from (6.26)-






























asY →∞ h2 = 0. (6.48)
This problem is invariant under the transformations
Y = αY¯ , T = α2T¯ , L2 = ασ+1L¯2, h2 = ασh¯2.
To determine the value of σ, consider either the initial condition in the limit y →∞ or
the expansion for L. Either of these methods give that σ = −2 and hence (6.46)-(6.48)
has the similarity solution
h2 = T
−1f2(η) η = Y T−1/2, L2 = α2T−1/2,






























, f2(∞) = 0. (6.50)
Integrating (6.49) we obtain
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It still remains to determine α2. Note that adding a constant to the leading order
problem (6.31)-(6.33) does not change it but produces an extra term of O(T−1/2).
Hence, it is not possible to find the value of α2 since there is an influence from the
leading order problem. In other words, L2 can only be determined up to a constant,
which in this case we denote as α2. A possibility is to numerically solve the full
transformed problem (6.26)-(6.29) and pick up this constant for large time.











































where α0 is as in (6.37) and α2 remains undetermined.
It is now of interest to compare (6.52) with the numerical results achieved in COM-
SOL, as done for the one-phase Stefan problem, and to obtain a numerical approxima-
tion to the value of α2. The initial and parameter values chosen are as in (6.17). First




























































Solving for α0 yields α0 = 1.063193548 and so (6.52) gives
s(τ) ∼ 1.0632√τ − 1 + α2τ−1/2. (6.53)
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into the interactive curve fitting toolbox in MATLAB with the COMSOL Multiphysics
simulation gives a = 1.073 (1.069, 1.077), b = −0.9633 (−1.024,−0.9022), SSE=
1.688 × 10−2 and adjusted R-square= 0.9999. To achieve a value for α2 we plug in
the whole approximation (6.53) in the curve fitting toolbox and we obtain
α2 = 2.998 (2.806, 3.189).
Figure 6.3(a) shows the plots for the numerical simulation, and the two and three
term expansions of the interface (6.53). Although the two term expansion shows a
good qualitative agreement we see that the three term expansion approximates the
numerical solution better.
Small time asymptotics
Let τ = θT , θ ≪ 1 in (6.26)-(6.29). Consider the T = O(1) and substitute the























as y →∞ h0 → hi, (6.57)
atT = 0 h0 = hic(y), L = 0. (6.58)
This problem has a boundary layer around y = 0. Consider first the outer expansions
h0 ∼ h0 + θ1/2h1/2 + θh1 + θ3/2h3/2, L ∼ L0 + θ1/2L1/2. (6.59)
Substituting into (6.55) and equating powers of θ we obtain,
θ0 : h0 = hic(y), (6.60)


























We now consider the boundary layer y = θ1/2Y and rescale h0 = θ
1/2A. We
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substitute the inner expansions
A ∼ A0 + θ1/2A1/2 + θA1 (6.64)












This problem has the similarity solution

















has the similarity solution
A1/2(Y, T ) = −
Hα0
2Dh0
Y 2 and L0 = α0T, (6.70)
where α0 is a constant to be determined via matching. It is worth noting that in order
to fully determine the transformations under which this problem is invariant we need


























has the similarity solution






























where α1/2 is a constant to be determined via matching.
We revisit the outer region. Recall the O(θ) equation (6.62) and substitute in
L0 = α0T and the initial condition (6.45). We obtain




















T + C, (6.75)
where C is a constant of integration. Using the boundary condition as y → ∞ we
obtain C = 0.
For the O(θ3/2) problem (6.63), we substitute L1/2 = α1/2T
3/2 and the initial
condition (6.45) to give











We are now in a position to match the outer region and the inner region. Using a
Taylor expansion around y = 0 we obtain from the outer region
h0 = hic(y) + θh
1(y, T ) + θ3/2h3/2(y, t) + . . .
= hic(θ
1/2Y ) + θh1(θ1/2Y, T ) + θ3/2h3/2(θ1/2Y, t) + . . .













ic(0) + . . .
+ θh1(0, T ) + θ3/2Y h1
′
(0, T ) + . . .
+ θ3/2h3/2(0, T ) + . . . ,
where h′ic denotes its derivative with respect to y. Equating powers of θ once more
O(θ0) : hic(0) = 0,
O(θ1/2) : h
′








Y 2 + h1(0, T ) = −Hα0
2Dh0








Y 3 + h1
′
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h0(y, τ) =hi +
Hα1/2
Dh0





















τ3/2 + . . .
)
. (6.78)
6.2.2.2 One rapidly varying diffusion coefficient
For large time we use the one-phase case as motivation and we consider Φ1 = As˙+B,
where A, B are arbitrary constants. The concentration of c at Stage I in B.2 causes
B = 0 for small time and so we take the simpler form Φ1 = s˙ for this case. The results
in sections 3.2.4 and 4.2.4 further suggest that B = 0 for large time too, however, to
keep it as general as possible, we consider B 6= 0.
Consider (6.21)-(6.24) with Φ1 = As˙+B and Φ2 = 0. Performing the transforma-
tions (6.25) we obtain



























as y →∞ h0 → hi, (6.81)
at τ = 0 h0 = hic, s = 0. (6.82)
Large time asymptotics
We introduce the artificial parameter τ = Tθ , θ ≪ 1 and T = O(1) and use the
nontrivial balances y = Y
θ1/2
and s = L
θ1/2
. Further, we substitute the asymptotic
expansions (6.30) in (6.79)-(6.82) and start to equate powers of θ.















































dT . The similarity solution obtained now is
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where we have resorted to the τ = O(1) problem, taken the limit y →∞ and used the
initial condition (6.45) to determine how the solution tends to hi. Finally, the O(θ)
terms yield (6.46)-(6.48) but due to the slight difference in h0 here compared to the



















and L2 = α2T
−1/2, (6.86)















































where α0 is as in (6.84) and α2 remains undetermined.
To be able to compare the large time behaviour of the interface for one rapidly
varying diffusion coefficient, we not only need to evaluate α0 but also approximate the
values of A and B. We solve (2.6)-(2.10) with COMSOL Multiphysics using the param-
eter and initial data as in (6.17). Recall the definition for Φ1 as stated in (3.43), we fit a
polynomial of degree 1 in the interactive curve fitting toolbox to obtain A = 2.095 and
B = −0.03262. Following the same method as in the slowly varying case, (6.84) can
be evaluated to obtain α0 = 1.087189559. Further, α1 = 0.199013423346. Fitting the
custom equation (6.54) we obtain a = 1.079 (1.075, 1.083), b = −1.344 (−1.41,−1.277).
A two term expansion is not sufficient. Referring to figure 6.3(b) we see how the be-
haviour is captured but the third term is needed to improve the quantitative match.
Implementing
s(τ) ∼ 1.08719√τ − 0.19901 + α2τ−1/2,
yields α2 = −26.35 (−27.37,−25.33).
Small time asymptotics
Consider (6.79)-(6.82) with A = 1 and B = 0. To analyse the small time behaviour
we let τ = θT , θ ≪ 1 and consider the T = O(1) problem with the nontrivial balance
s = θL. This yields (6.55)-(6.58) but, due to the nonzero Φ1, the right hand side of
the second equation in (6.56) changes to 1 − dLdT . As in the slowly varying case, this
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is still a problem with a boundary layer at y = 0 since for θ ≪ 1 we lose the highest
derivative in the governing equation (6.55). Posing the outer expansions (6.59), we
obtain (6.60)-(6.63).
At the boundary layer we rescale y = θ1/2Y and h0 = θ
1/2A. Substituting in the
inner expansion (6.64) we proceed systematically to solve for increasing powers of θ.
At O(θ0) we obtain (6.65)-(6.66) with the right hand side of the second condition
in (6.66) as H(1− dL0dT ). This problem has the similarity solution
A0(Y, T ) = H(1− α0)Y, L0 = α0T,
where α0 is a constant to be determined via matching. In the slowly varying case,
L0 was only found at the next order. Knowing L0 at O(θ0) instead, implies that we
will have a three term expansion for the free boundary s(t) instead of a two term one.
However, matching will impose that α0 = 0.
At O(θ1/2) we obtain (6.68)-(6.69) with the exception that the Neumann boundary
condition is no longer zero. Instead, at Y = 0 we have
∂A1/2
∂Y = −H dL
1/2
dT . This problem
has the similarity solution







































L1/2(T ) = α1/2T
3/2,
where α1/2 is a constant to be determined via matching.































Due to the increased complexity of A1/2(Y, T ) in (6.88) we simplify the above problem
by substituting in the fact that α0 = 0. This will be justified later on when matching
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to give the similarity solution
A1(Y, T ) =− 1
3
Hα1Y






















L1(T ) = α1T
2
Revisiting the outer region and substituting the now known structures of L0 and
L1/2 we obtain (6.75) and (6.76). Using a Taylor expansion around y = 0 we match
the outer region with the inner region and in this case we obtain
O(θ0) : hic(0) = 0,
O(θ1/2) : h
′




























































⇒ α1 = − H
πhi
.
Hence, for one rapidly varying diffusion coefficient, taking Φ1 = s˙, the small time
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6.2.2.3 Two rapidly varying diffusion coefficients
We now consider the last case where both Φ1 and Φ2 are non-zero. Although this
might seem like the most involved case, recall that now we no longer have a Stage I
carbonation and so the initial condition (6.24) becomes
at t = 0 h0 = hi for s0 ≤ x ≤ 1, s = s0.
Figure 4.8 as well as table 4.2 and the analysis in section 5.4 suggest that Φ1 ∼ s˙
and Φ2 ∼ s˙. We therefore consider Φ1 = A1s˙ and Φ2 = A2s˙ where A1, A2 are arbitrary
constants for small time. To keep the analysis as general as possible, for large time,
we take Φ1 = A1s˙+B1 and Φ2 = A2s˙+B2 where B1, B2 are arbitrary constants such









in (6.21)-(6.24), we obtain











































as y →∞ h0 → hi, (6.93)
at τ = 0 h0 = hi, s = 0. (6.94)
Large time asymptotics
Let τ = Tθ , θ ≪ 1 and consider the T = O(1). We may now investigate the large





and substitute the asymptotic expansions (6.30). Then, the leading order
problem gives
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Note that h1 is no longer zero. This is due to the fact that Φ2 6= 0 and so the first






























































































where α0 is as in (6.96) and α2 is arbitrary.
Solving (2.6)-(2.10) with COMSOL Multiphysics and using the definition for Φ1 and
Φ2 as stated in (3.43) and (4.37) respectively, we obtain A1 = 2.192, B1 = −0.02047




in the curve fitting tool box gives the coefficient a = 1.079 (1.075, 1.083) with 95% con-
fident bounds, indicating a good agreement with the analytical value of α0. However,
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b = −1.852 (−1.916,−1.788) indicating that and extra term is necessary to obtain an
accurate result. Plugging in
s(τ) = 1.08095
√
τ + 0.25493 + α2τ
−1/2
gives the approximate value of α2 = −34.69 (−35.78,−33.61). Finally, figure 6.3(c) cor-
roborates the improvement achieved by the addition of the third term in the expansion
for the interface.
Small time asymptotics
Recall (6.90)-(6.94) and let B1 = 0 = B2. Introduce the artificial parameter τ = θT ,
θ ≪ 1 and consider the T = O(1) problem. Substitute in the nontrivial balance















































as Y →∞ h0 → hi, (6.105)
at T = 0 h0 = hi, L = 0. (6.106)
Note that we no longer have a boundary layer. Pose the expansions
h0 = h
0 + θ1/2h1/2 + θh1 + . . . , L = L0 + θ1/2L1/2 + θL1 + . . . ,
















as Y →∞ h0 → hi,
at T = 0 h0 = hi, L
0 = 0.
This has the similarity solution
h0(Y, T ) = hi and L
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as Y →∞ h1/2 → 0,
at T = 0 h1/2 = 0, L1/2 = 0,
which has a similarity solution









































































as Y →∞ h1 → 0,
at T = 0 h1 = 0, L1 = 0.
which has the similarity solution
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and













where C is as in (6.109). Recollecting all the information, for two rapidly varying
diffusion coefficients, the small time behaviour τ → 0 of the interface is
s(τ) ∼ α0τ + α1/2τ3/2 + α1τ2 (6.111)
where α0, α1/2, α1 are as in (6.107), (6.108), (6.110) respectively, and


































where C is as in (6.109).
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(a) Slowly varying - Here ǫ = 10−2 and the
analytical approximation of the interface is
s(t) ∼ 1.0632√t− π4 −1+2.998(t− π4 )−1/2









(b) One rapidly varying - Here ǫ = 10−1,
the analytical approximation of the inter-
face is s(t) ∼ 1.08719√t− π4 + 0.19901 −
26.35(t−π4 )−1/2 and Φ1 ∼ 2.095s˙−0.03262.









(c) Two rapidly varying - Here ǫ = 10−1,
the analytical approximation of the inter-
face is s(t) ∼ 1.08095√t+0.25493− 2.143,
Φ1 ∼ 2.192s˙ − 0.02047 and Φ2 ∼ 1.992s˙ −
0.01379
Figure 6.3: Large time behaviour: Comparison of COMSOL results for the full reaction-
diffusion system (2.6)-(2.10) on the domain 0 ≤ x ≤ 50 with δ = ǫ, ǫ as stated in each subfigure
and hi = H = 1, µ = 10
−3, p = q = 1 and ν1 = ν2 = 1 (solid line) and the analytical large time
behaviour for the two-phase Stefan problem taking two terms in the expansion (dashed line) and
three terms (dotted line).
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6.3 Numerical results
We are now interested in numerically solving the problems arising for the quasi-steady
CO2 limit µ→ 0 for the one-phase (6.14) and two-phase (6.21)-(6.24) problems. In each
case, the numerical solution will be compared to the COMSOLMultiphysics simulations
as done in the previous section. However, to obtain a better understanding of this





where N corresponds to the numerical results obtained here and C to the COMSOL
simulation results.
6.3.1 One-Phase Problem
For slowly varying diffusivities (Φ1 = 0) the comparison of the free boundary (6.15) is
shown in figure 6.4.
For one and two rapidly varying diffusivities, Φ1 is no longer zero. In order to
determine the value of Φ1 two approaches can be taken.
1. Approximate Φ1 as done for the analytical results in section 6.2.
Let Φ1 ∼ A∗ s˙ where A is a constant obtained from the COMSOL results. In this case,
the free boundary is given by (6.19) with A = 1.
2. Approximate Φ1 using the respective micro problems from Chapter 5.
For a one rapidly varying diffusion coefficient, we couple micro problems S1a (δ ≤ ǫ2)
and S1b (ǫ2 ≪ δ ≪ ǫ) with (6.14) and for two rapidly varying diffusion coefficients we
use micro problem D1. Each micro problem calculates the value of Φ1 for a particular
chosen s˙(t). To this aim we define a partition {0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < tN = T} of [0, T ]





















The function σn(x) is evaluated at successive mesh points of the grid beyond s(tn−1)
until it changes sign, say between xl and xl+1. The free boundary s(tn) is now de-
termined as the root of the quadratic interpolant through σ(xl−1), σ(xl) and σ(xl+1).
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the results for one and two rapidly varying diffusion coefficients
respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the COMSOL simulations (solid line) with the numerical results
of (6.14) (blue dashed line) for the one phase case and slowly varying diffusion coefficients.









(a) Free boundary, δ ≤ ǫ2









(b) Free boundary, ǫ2 ≪ δ ≪ ǫ














(c) Relative Error of COMSOL simulations
and (6.14) with Φ1 approximated using the
micro problem S1a.

















(d) Relative Error of COMSOL simulations
and (6.14) with Φ1 approximated using the
micro problem S1b.















(e) Relative Error of COMSOL simulations
and (6.14) with Φ1 approximated by Φ1 ∼ s˙.















(f) Relative Error of COMSOL simulations
and (6.14) with Φ1 approximated by Φ1 ∼ s˙.
Figure 6.5: Comparison of the COMSOL simulations with the numerical results of (6.14) for
one rapidly diffusion coefficient and the parameter regime δ ≪ ǫ. The first column corresponds
to the parameter regime δ ≤ ǫ2 and the second column considers ǫ2 ≪ δ ≪ ǫ. In 6.5(a),6.5(b)
the black solid line represents the free boundary obtained from COMSOL and the blue lines refer
to the numerical results of (6.14), where Φ1 has been approximated using the micro problems
(solid line) and as Φ1 ∼ s˙ (dashed line).
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(b) Relative Error of COMSOL simulations
and (6.14) with Φ1 approximated using the
micro problem D1 (Φ2 = 0).















(c) Relative Error of COMSOL simulations
and (6.14) with Φ1 approximated by Φ1 ∼ s˙
(Φ2 = 0).
Figure 6.6: Comparison of the COMSOL simulations with the numerical results of (6.14)
for two rapidly varying diffusion coefficients. In 6.6(a) the black solid line represents the free
boundary obtained from COMSOL and the blue lines refer to the numerical results of (6.14),
where Φ1 has been approximated using the micro problem D1 (solid line) and as Φ1 ∼ s˙ (dashed
line).
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6.3.2 Two-Phase Problem
The method of lines will be used to solve the problem (6.21)-(6.24) numerically. This
method was introduced by Meyer [41] and the main idea is to replace partial differential
equations by a sequence of free boundary problems for ordinary differential equations
at discrete time levels.
To this aim we discretise the continuous time problem (6.21)-(6.24). We define a
partition {t0 < t1 < . . . < tN = T} of [t0, T ] with equal subintervals ∆t = ti − ti−1,
i = 1, . . . , N and substitute the simplest time discretisation
∂h0
∂t
(x, tn) ∼ h0(x, tn)− h0(x, tn−1)
∆t
, s˙(tn) ∼ s(tn)− s(tn−1)
∆t
.
Hence, at time level t = tn the solution {hn(x), sn} is computed as the solution of the
following second order differential equation





(hn − hn−1) = 0, (6.113)
Dh0h
′















− sn − sn−1
∆t
Φ2, (6.116)
where hn = h0(x, tn), h
′
n = dhn/dx. It is assumed that the function hn−1 (defined
over [sn−1, 1]) and sn−1 are both known. The method of invariant imbedding (or sweep
method) is now used to solve (6.113)-(6.116) and to determine the position of the
moving boundaries at successive times t = tn. Full details of this technique can be












We exploit the observation that hn and vn are related through the Riccati transforma-
tion
vn(x) = R(x)hn(x) +Wn(x), (6.117)

















, Wn(1) = 0. (6.119)
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The Riccati relation (6.117) has to hold for all x, hence also at the free boundary sn.
Thus substituting (6.117) into the discretized boundary condition (6.116) shows that



























Note that σn(x) may have a root smaller than sn−1 and so we choose the smallest root
of σn(x) = 0 such that x > sn−1. The function σn(x) is then evaluated at successive
mesh points of the grid beyond sn−1 until it changes sign between say, xl−1 and xl. The
free boundary sn is now determined as the root of the quadratic interpolant through
σ(xl−1), σ(xl) and σ(xl+1), i.e. Find x ∈ [xl−1, xl+1] such that




(xl+1 − xl)(xl−1 − xl+1) ,
ll(x) =
(x− xl−1)(x− xl+1)
(xl − xl−1)(xl − xl+1) ,
ll+1(x) =
(x− xl−1)(x− xl)
(xl+1 − xl−1)(xl+1 − xl) .
Given sn, we have
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Thus, the triple {hn(sn), vn(sn), sn} is an exact solution of (6.115), (6.116) and (6.117).




n = vn = R(x)hn +Wn(x),
with hn(sn) as in (6.124). Finally, hn is extended over [0, sn] as a C
1 linear function.
To determine Φ1 and/or Φ2 we restrict ourselves to the first approach mentioned
in the one phase case. Taking Dh0 = 1, the above algorithm is implemented as follows:
1. For a given interval [0, X] a variable but time independent mesh with grid points
{xk}Kk=0 is imposed with xK−i = X − (i/K)2X so that the mesh points cluster
near the boundary at X.
2. We take the following initial conditions
s0 = 0, t0 =

π/4 if Φ1 = 0and/or Φ2 = 00 if Φ2 6= 0, h0(s) =













if t0 6= 0
1 if t0 = 0.
3. Define the vectors T˜ = [t0] and S = [0] to store the time iterations and the
location of the free boundary at each time iteration respectively. Further, set
m0 = 1.
4. Time iteration n: t = T˜ (end) + ∆t, where ∆t = 10−2.
Update the time vector: T˜ = [T˜ , t].
5. Set previous time loop values sn−1=sn, hn−1(xk) = hn(xk), hn−1(sn−1) = hn(sn),
mn−1 = mn.
6. Solve for R(xk) as in (6.120).
7. EvaluateWn(xk) in (6.121) backwards on the fixed mesh choosing the trapezoidal
rule as our quadrature rule
Wn(xk) = aWn(xk+1) +
xk+1 − xk
2∆t













8. For x ∈ [xmn−1 − 2, X], evaluate σ(x) at each grid point as in (6.122) until σ(x)
changes sign between xl−1 and xl.
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Set mn = l and calculate σ(xl+1).
Note: If mn−1 < 3, set mn−1 = 3.
9. Determine sn: Evaluate (6.123), the root of the quadratic interpolant through
σ(xl−1), σ(xl) and σxl+1 .
Update the free boundary vector: S = [S, sn].
10. Evaluate hn−1(sn): Linear interpolation between two known grid points
hn−1(sn) = hn−1(xl−1) +
sn − xl−1
xl − xl−1 (hn−1(xl)− hn−1(xl−1)).
11. Evaluate Wn(sn): Substitute xk = sn and xk+1 = xl into (6.125) and use hn−1
as in step 10.
12. Evaluate hn(sn) as in (6.124).
13. Evaluate hn(x), x ∈ [0, X]:
– At x = xl: Integrate from sn to xl using the trapezoidal rule














, Wn(sn)as in step 11 and hn(sn) as
in step 12.
– For x ∈ [xl+1, X]: Integrate forwards over the fixed mesh using the trape-
zoidal rule















– For x ∈ [0, xl−1]: Extend hn over as a C1 linear function
hn(xk) = lk+1(xk)hn(xk+1) + lk+2(xk)hn(xk+2) + lk+3(xk)hn(xk+3),
where
lk+1(xk) =
(xk − xk+2)(xk − xk+3)
(xk+1 − xk+2)(xk+1 − xk+3) ,
lk+2(xk) =
(xk − xk+1)(xk − xk+3)
(xk+2 − xk+1)(xk+2 − xk+3) ,
lk+3(xk) =
(xk − xk+1)(xk − xk+2)
(xk+3 − xk+1)(xk+3 − xk+2) .
14. Repeat steps 4 - 13 until t = T .
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Figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) show the comparison of the above algorithm with the
COMSOL Multiphysics simulations for slowly and one rapidly varying diffusivities. For
two rapidly varying diffusivities, the numerical solution of (6.21)-(6.24) with Φ1 6= 0,
Φ2 6= 0 remains an open problem. Neither the sweep method explained here nor the use
of inbuilt MATLAB ODE solvers to obtain a solution to (6.118), (6.119) directly, yield
satisfactory results. There are many papers concerning the solution via the method of
lines approach of two phase Stefan problems starting with [39]. The boundary condition




(s(t), t)− γ2(s(t), t)∂h
∂x




and it is the appearance of the nonlinear term s˙Φ2(s˙) in (6.23) that requires more
investigation.








(a) Slowly varying diffusivitives








(b) One rapidly varying diffusivity
Figure 6.7: Comparison of the COMSOL simulations (solid line) with the numerical results
of (6.21)-(6.24) (dashed line) calculated using the method of lines.
In this chapter, the derived one- and two-phase micro-macro problems from chapters
2, 3 and 4 have been considered in detail for the quasi-steady CO2 limit µ → 0. The
large and small time behaviours have been computed as well as the numerical solutions
using the method of lines.
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Simulations in Two Dimensions
All the modelling, analysis and numerical simulations have been done in one dimension
only. However, in reality, concrete carbonation can not only occur in one dimension.
Figure 7.1 shows several different shapes of concrete that have been sprayed with phe-
nolphthalein to detect the change in pH. These pictures motivate this last chapter in
which we look at the full reaction-diffusion system (1.2)-(1.6) in two dimensions and
generalise to higher dimensions the one and two-phase Stefan problems. The results
in this chapter are only meant to be a sneak peek into the large amount of further
research possibilities that there is in higher dimensions.
(a) Square (b) Circle (c) Crack
Figure 7.1: Examples of partly carbonated concrete segments sprayed with phenolphthalein.
The pink areas correspond to high pH, where the carbonation has not yet taken place, and the
colourless regions correspond to low pH, where carbonation has occurred. These pictures have
been obtained from [48], [5] and [15] respectively.
Figure 7.2 shows a schematic of a two-phase region with moving boundary f(x, t) =
0 with outward unit normal n and velocity along the normal vn = −∂f∂t /|∇f |. For the
fixed boundaries, let n denote their corresponding outward normal. Using the notation
in figure 7.2, the higher dimensional version of the one-phase Stefan problem (6.1)-(6.4)
is
In Ω1, t > 0 : µ
∂c0
∂t
= ∇ · (Dc0∇c0),
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c0(x, t) h0(x, t)
f(x, t) = 0
vn
Figure 7.2: Two-phase region with a moving boundary f(x, t) = 0.
on ∂Ω1 n · (−Dc0∇c0) = H(1− c0),
on f(x, t) = 0 c0 = Φ1(vn, κ), n · (−Dc0∇c0) = vn(µc0 + h0),
at t = 0 c0(x, 0) = ci(x), f(x, t) = f0(x).
The two-phase Stefan problem (6.5)-(6.12) becomes
In Ω1, t > 0 : µ
∂c0
∂t
= ∇ · (Dc0∇c0),
In Ω2, t > 0 :
∂h0
∂t
= ∇ · (Dh0∇h0),
on ∂Ω1 n · (−Dc0∇c0) = H(1− c0),
on f(x, t) = 0 c0 = Φ1(vn, κ), h0 = Φ2(vn, κ),
n · (−Dc0∇c0)− n · (−Dh0∇h0) = vn(µc0 + h0),
on ∂Ω2 n · (Dh0∇h0) = 0,
at t = 0 c0(x, 0) = Ci(x), h0(x, 0) = Hi(x), f(x, t) = f0(x).
Note that Φ1,2 will now also depend on the mean curvature κ. In the 1D scenario,
the free boundary was computed as the point where the concentrations of CO2 and
Ca(OH)2 meet. However, in order to extract this level set from the simulations we
would have to determine κ. Many different forms for κ can be found in the literature
[10, 68, 18]. In [12] a linear combination of vn and κ is used, and based on the work of
Chapter 5, a power law in vn and a power law in κ would be expected. The analysis
nevertheless gets much more intricate. Looking at the simulations depicted here, the
interface looks symmetric and so taking the curvature as constant might be a reasonable
assumption. The problem could therefore seen as the 1D case one, simplifying the work.
To finish, we implement in COMSOL Multiphysics three different two-dimensional
scenarios depicted in figure 7.3. Figures 7.4-7.7 depict the scenario in figure 7.3(a),
figures 7.8-7.10 refer to figure 7.3(b) and the rest show the geometry in figure 7.3(c).
We implement the reaction-diffusion equations (2.6)-(2.10) in 2D with a free triangular
mesh of 36992 elements (148930 degrees of freedom), 17536 elements (70786 degrees
of freedom) and 19840 elements (80194 degrees of freedom) for geometries depicted in
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figure 7.3 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. Refining the mesh does not affect the results
and the parameter values used are
hi = 1, ci = 0 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, µ = 10−3, H = 104, p = q = 1.
The computational times are in the range of hours. It is here where an adaptive mesh
that tracks the free boundary and is finer around it, would be most useful.
For each geometry, the three different diffusion coefficient cases are shown for the
parameter regime δ = O(ǫ), with ǫ = 10−2 for slowly and one rapidly varying diffusion
coefficients and ǫ = 10−1 for two rapidly varying diffusion coefficients. In addition,
figure 7.4 includes the case δ = ǫ2. This allows a comparison between the two parameter
regimes, δ ≪ ǫ and δ = O(ǫ), that gave different behaviours in the one dimensional
case. It is worth mentioning that simulations for any other two dimensional geometries
and three dimensional settings can be obtained in COMSOL in the exact same way.
(a) Square (b) Circle (c) Hole
Figure 7.3: The three 2D geometries considered in this section. The arrows denote the entrance
of external CO2.
Similar behaviours as the ones observed in the one dimensional case can be seen.
The reaction still seems to occur as a sharp front. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show that for
δ ≪ ǫ, the concentration of Ca(OH)2 is unity and falls to zero at the reaction front
while, for δ = O(ǫ) there is noticeable diffusion. In both geometries, the reaction slows
down as we progress though the different diffusion coefficient cases.
To obtain more details, further analysis is needed. Nevertheless, these simulations
provide a very good initial idea on the reaction’s behaviour for any kind of geometry.
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(c) t = 0.25
Figure 7.4: Concentration profiles of CO2 and Ca(OH)2 for the scenario depicted in figure
7.3(a) with slowly varying diffusion coefficients and δ = ǫ2, ǫ = 10−2. The times are as stated






























(c) t = 0.15
Figure 7.5: Concentration profiles of CO2 and Ca(OH)2 for the scenario depicted in figure
7.3(a) with slowly varying diffusion coefficients and δ = ǫ, ǫ = 10−2. The times are as stated






























(c) t = 0.35
Figure 7.6: Concentration profiles of CO2 and Ca(OH)2 for the scenario depicted in figure
7.3(a) with one rapidly varying diffusion coefficient and δ = ǫ, ǫ = 10−2. The times are as
stated in (a) - (c).
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(c) t = 0.55
Figure 7.7: Concentration profiles of CO2 and Ca(OH)2 for the scenario depicted in figure
7.3(a) with two rapidly varying diffusion coefficients and δ = ǫ, ǫ = 10−1. The times are as






























(c) t = 0.10
Figure 7.8: Concentration profiles of CO2 and Ca(OH)2 for the scenario depicted in figure
7.3(b) with slowly varying diffusion coefficients and δ = ǫ, ǫ = 10−2. The times are as stated






























(c) t = 0.40
Figure 7.9: Concentration profiles of CO2 and Ca(OH)2 for the scenario depicted in figure
7.3(b) with one rapidly varying diffusion coefficient and δ = ǫ, ǫ = 10−2. The times are as
stated in (a) - (c).
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(c) t = 0.40
Figure 7.10: Concentration profiles of CO2 and Ca(OH)2 for the scenario depicted in figure
7.3(b) with two rapidly varying diffusion coefficients and δ = ǫ, ǫ = 10−1. The times are as
stated in (a) - (c).
xy
Conc.
(a) t = 1
xy
Conc.
(b) t = 3
xy
Conc.
(c) t = 5
Figure 7.11: Concentration profiles of CO2 and Ca(OH)2 for the scenario depicted in figure
7.3(c) with slowly varying diffusion coefficients and δ = ǫ, ǫ = 10−2. The times are as stated
in (a) - (c).
xy
Conc.
(a) t = 1
xy
Conc.
(b) t = 3
xy
Conc.
(c) t = 5
Figure 7.12: Concentration profiles of CO2 and Ca(OH)2 for the scenario depicted in figure
7.3(c) with one rapidly varying diffusion coefficient and δ = ǫ, ǫ = 10−2. The times are as
stated in (a) - (c).
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xy
Conc.
(a) t = 1
xy
Conc.
(b) t = 3
xy
Conc.
(c) t = 5
Figure 7.13: Concentration profiles of CO2 and Ca(OH)2 for the scenario depicted in figure
7.3(c) with two rapidly varying diffusion coefficient and δ = ǫ, ǫ = 10−1. The times are as





A set of reaction-diffusion equations representing the concrete carbonation process has
been analysed in the limit ǫ → 0, which represents the fast reaction - slow diffusion
limit. Three conceptually different scaling regimes (in terms of ǫ) of the diffusivities of
the two main species CO2 and Ca(OH)2 are explored. Using the technique of matched
asymptotics, different sharp interface models in the form of generalised Stefan problems
are derived, depending upon the properties of the diffusivities as well as the size of the
relative transport parameter δ2/ǫ2 = D0hh
0/D0cC
∗ ≤ O(1). These two considerations
determine the type of sharp interface Stefan problem and the kinetic conditions at the
interface.
For δ ≪ ǫ, the following one-phase Stefan problem results
















on x = s(t) c0 = Φ1(s˙), −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= s˙(µc0 + hi(s)),
at t = 0 c = ci for 0 ≤ x ≤ s0, s = s0,
with h0 = hi for s(t) ≤ x ≤ 1.
For δ = O(ǫ), we obtain the two-phase Stefan problem





































= s˙(µc0 + h0),




at t = t0 c0 = Ci for 0 ≤ x ≤ s0, h0 = Hi for s0 ≤ x ≤ 1,
s = s0.
The sharp interface kinetic conditions for large time are derived to be
Φ1 = as˙
2
p+1 , Φ2 = bs˙
2
q+1 ,
where appropriate, noting that a and b are determined by solving a micro problem.
This derivation of the derivation of the behaviour of the kinetic conditions is one of
the main results of this thesis. A similar power law has been derived in the case of
silicon oxidation [22]. These micro problems describe the reaction zone, thus capturing
features of the model on smaller length scales. Further, an eigenmode analysis has
been carried out on the systems that yield the micro scale information to conclude that
they have a consistent amount of boundary conditions. Therefore, the resulting sharp
interface model, considered as a macroscale model, is one of the main results since
it contains microscale information, which we argue is more appropriate than simply
stating an empirical kinetic condition as previously done in the literature [43].
The macro problems are investigated for the small and large time behaviour of
the free boundary as well as the profiles of the main reaction species. The interface
has a
√
t leading order behaviour for t ≫ 1, agreeing with the carbonation literature
[49, 38, 52, 58] amongst others, as well as the metal oxidation [26] and the silicon






t as t→∞ (8.1)
where k is a problem dependent dimensionless constant. For the one-phase scenario
k =
√
2 and for the two-phase case k ∼ 1. Although a direct comparison to experi-
mental results of the reaction front obtained here is not given, a rough comparison is
possible since (8.1) is equivalent to the behaviour derived in [50] and [43] with k =
√
2.
Comparisons to experimental results in both papers yield satisfactory results, suggest-
ing that δ ≪ ǫ is the most appropriate regime. For t ≪ 1, the interface appears to
be linear. This is a novel result for carbonation but has been previously derived for
metal oxidation [26]. An estimate for the leading order coefficients and the next order
terms are formulated and used to compare these limiting behaviours with the initial set
of reaction-diffusion equations. Numerical schemes modelling carbonation are usually
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based on finite element approaches [61]. Here, the method of lines is implemented to
obtain numerical solutions of the generalised Stefan problems. These are then com-
pared to the simulations of the set of reaction-diffusion equations obtained in the finite
element based program COMSOLMultiphysics. To finalise, numerical results of the full
reaction-diffusion equations in two dimensions give an initial insight into the behaviour
of more complex geometries.
8.2 Future Directions
The following are a set of points specific to the work done in this thesis that have
remained unsolved.
• All the COMSOL Multiphysics simulations have been done using a static uniform
mesh. To avoid singularities, due to the small value of ǫ, regularisations for the
reaction and diffusion terms were used. It would be of interest to implement a non-
uniform adaptive mesh that tracks the moving interface such that a finer mesh is
created around it. This would decrease the computational speed and resolve the
rapid concentration changes possibly without the need for regularising.
• From the results in chapter 7, the radially symmetric problem is a potential
problem for future study.
• In Chapter 5, we numerically solve the micro problems using a shooting method
approach. For the purpose of the work presented here, the results were satisfac-
tory, although not all micro problems were solved. However, to conclude more
detailed results, an alternative more reliable, efficient and less computationally
expensive numerical algorithm would be necessary.
• In Chapter 6, it remains to numerically solve for the two-phase problem with
Φ2 6= 0. Neither the sweep method applied to all other Stefan problems nor the
use of inbuilt MATLAB ODE solvers yielded satisfactory results. The appearance
of the nonlinear term s˙Φ2(s˙) at the interface, requires more investigation
To conclude, a list of open problems that either build on the work done to enhance
it further or suggest new approaches motivated by this work is given.
• It is of interest to validate the two-scale models using for example the experi-
mental data as reported in [46] or [49]. It is unclear for the moment whether the
leading order two-scale sharp interface model or the reaction-diffusion model, is
the best option.
• The choice of the most appropriate diffusion situation i.e. one or both rapidly
varying, is a modelling aspect. It will ultimately depend on the best fit with
experimental observations for the carbonation zone.
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• For the practical corrosion problem, the geometry of the concrete structure plays
an important role. It is of interest to extend the asymptotics to two and three
dimensional cases and explore the effect of corners on the speed of the moving
reaction interface.
• In [28] (section 1.5 and chapter 9), one derived a class of distributed-microstructure
models. Roughly speaking, it is about two-scale systems of PDEs which are cou-
pled via micro-macro boundary conditions. In [37] the authors report on such
two-scale problems where, at the micro level, a sharp interface model is respon-
sible for the evolution of micro-free reaction boundaries. It would therefore be
of interest to derive via homogenization techniques the two scale model exposed
here. Examples on homogenization techniques applied to reaction-diffusion prob-
lems can be found in [53, 54, 36, 67].
• Are there any connections between this two-scale result and the Localized Model-
Upscaling (LMU) method by Pierre Degond et al. [17]? LMU is typically used
in the context of Boltzmann-like equations. Essentially, it consists in coupling a
perturbation model and its asymptotic limit model via a transition zone. In the
transition zone, the solution is decomposed into a microscopic fraction (described
by the perturbation problem) and a macroscopic one (described by the limit
problem).
• The well-posedness of the single scale Stefan-like problem can be investigated
by means of standard methods for free boundary problems like for example in
[24]. However, for the two scale free boundary problems this is an open problem.
We expect that methods developed in [44, 45] can be adapted to cope with the
two-scale structure of this problem.
• Once the limit problems are shown to be well-posed, the next step is to prove
rigorously the passing to the limit ǫ → 0 by getting an upper bound on the
convergence rate (corrector estimate). This issue is open even for the derivation





Here we look for the correction terms of h and c in outers 1 and 2 respectively since
from section 2.2.1 we see that in Outer 1 h0 = 0 and in Outer 2 c0 = 0. These correction
terms will depend on the value of p and q. A schematic of this dependence is as follows:
Outer 1

q > 1⇒ algebraic,q ≤ 1⇒ exponentially small,
Outer 2

p > 1⇒ algebraic,p ≤ 1⇒ exponentially small.
We will now consider the algebraic and exponential terms separately.
Algebraic Terms



























For q ≤ 1 and p ≤ 1 we pose the expansions (2.14) in outer 1 and (2.17) in outer
2 respectively. We then have that algebraically, to all powers of ǫ, h ≡ 0 and c ≡ 0
respectively. We therefore seek for exponentially small terms.
For simplicity we will only consider the case where p = q = 1 and the limit µ → 0
(recall (2.12)). The most complicated balance in (2.6)-(2.7) is δ2 = λǫ3, λ = O(1) and
so this section will be divided into three separate cases: λ = 0, λ = O(1) and λ→∞.
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and so using the boundary condition (2.8) and taking Dc to be constant we obtain
c0 = a0x+ b0 with a0 = H(1− b0).
• Case λ = 0

















on x = 0 −Dc ∂c
∂x
= H(1− c), on x = 1 ∂c
∂x
= 0,
and initial condition as in (2.10). We then obtain three separate regions.

















Ac = Ac(x, t; ǫ) = A
0
c(x, t) + ǫ
2A2c(x, t) +O(ǫ
4),
Ah = Ah(x, t; ǫ) = A
0
h(x, t) + ǫ
2A2h(x, t) +O(ǫ
4).
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where
Ac = Ac(x, t; ǫ) = A
0




Ah = Ah(x, t; ǫ) = A
0





















where α¯0 will be determined via matching.
Inner The required inner scalings are



















Before dealing with the exponentially small terms note that posing c¯ ∼ c¯0 and












After matching to outer 1 and 2
a0 = − s˙hi
Dc
, b0 = −sa0.
Thus in outer 1 we have
c0 =
H








Consider now the exponentially small terms. Matching to outer 2










Matching to outer 1
















Hence, collecting all the results we have the following ESTs:
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It remains to determine n in (A.7). In order to do this we need to analyse the












As x¯ → ∞, we perturb h¯0 around hi such that h¯0 → hi − h′ where h′ → 0 and






Now, (A.4) and (A.9) yield











































with boundary conditions (2.8)-(2.9) and initial condition (2.10). We again obtain
three separate regions
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where
Ac = Ac(x, t; ǫ) = A
0





c (x, t) +O(ǫ),
Ah = Ah(x, t; ǫ) = A
0


































































where α¯0 will be determined via matching.
































where α¯0 will be determined via matching.
Inner This is as in the previous case where λ = 0 but with the modification of the
diffusion term entering the leading order hydroxide equation. Nevertheless the scalings
(A.3) apply as does the subsequent analysis culminating in (A.5).
Consider now the exponentially small terms and matching to outer 2










Matching to outer 1













with α¯0(t) = 0.
Hence collecting all the results we have the following ESTs:
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Again it remains to determine n in (A.11) and so the behaviour of the inner region as
x¯→∞ has to be analysed. Here we use the following ansatz, c¯0 ∼ Aeax¯, motivated by






































with boundary conditions (2.8)-(2.9) and initial condition (2.10). We again obtain
three separate regions.
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Inner The required inner scalings here are
x = s(t) + ǫ
2
3 x¯, c = ǫ
2















































Matching to outers 1 and 2 gives




and b0 = −a0s.




and in outer 2 we obtain the following non-standard Stefan problem







































B.1 Slowly varying diffusivities
Here we complete the analysis in the case δ = O(ǫ) considered in subsection 2.3.3
for slowly varying diffusivities. The reaction zone remains at the surface until the




p+1 x¯, c = ǫ
2



























= −ǫ 2p+1 c¯ph¯q.
Posing
c¯ ∼ c¯0 + ǫ
2




Dc(c, h; ǫ) ∼ Dc(c0, h0; 0), Dh(c, h; ǫ) ∼ Dh(c0, h0; 0),
after an initial transient t = O(ǫ
4


























as x¯→ +∞ c¯0 → 0, h¯0 → h0(0, t).
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Consequently, taking Dc constant and H = O(1),






1 + p−12 σp(t)x
)− 2
p−1
, p > 1
H
Dcσ1(t)




1+p − 1−p2 σ˜(t)x
) 2
1−p











































The leading order outer 2 problem is thus the fixed domain problem




















at t = 0 h0 = hi for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, (B.8)
where condition (B.6) follows form the matching with the above two term inner solution






(2− x) + w(x, t)
)
−Ht.
Now a straight forward separation of variables using the Fourier method yields the
solution for w(x, t) and so we have the following explicit solution for h0(x, t)
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In the semi-infinite domain case we use Laplace transform to obtain














We denote by t = t0 the time at which the leading order hydroxide concentration
falls to zero at the reaction zone i.e. h0(0, t) = 0, the resulting concentration profile
then being Hi(x) = h0(x, t0). In the finite domain case, (B.9) gives a transcendental
equation for t0,


















B.2 Single rapidly varying diffusivity Dc
For the single rapidly varying CO2 diffusivity considered in subsection 3.1.3, a stage I
carbonation regime takes place analogous to the slowly varying case. The CO2 diffu-
sivity is now small in the reaction zone consequently the scalings (B.1) change to
x = ǫ
4
p+1 x¯, c = ǫ
4
p+1 c¯, h = h¯, Dc = ǫ
2D¯c,
and the expansion modified to
c¯ = c¯0 + ǫ
4
p+1 c¯1 + . . . , h¯ = h¯0 + ǫ
4
p+1 h¯1 + . . . .
The rest of the analysis remains similar, with Dc replaced by D¯c which we note for the
specific form (3.1) is D¯c =
ν1
h0(0+,t)q
. This pertains until h0(0
+, t) falls to O(ǫ
2
q ), the
waiting time t0 being the same in this case.
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One Rapidly Varying Diffusion
Coefficient - General Case
Here we perform the analogous calculations as done in chapter 3 but, instead of (3.1),
we consider a more general form of the carbon dioxide diffusion coefficient







where ν1, m1 are positive constants and Dc(c, 0; ǫ)=1. As such, it is no longer neces-
sarily linked to the carbonation reaction and so h can take any power, m1. The results
obtained are similar to the ones in chapter 3, but now more care is needed on the
scalings and matching, the most interesting case being the regime ǫ2 < δ < ǫ.
The case δ ≤ ǫ2
The scalings for the inner inner region are

































c¯ = c¯0 + o(1), h¯ = h¯0 + o(1),
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together with the matching conditions





, h¯0 → 0, (C.2)
as x¯→ +∞ c¯0 → 0, h¯0 → h0(s+, t), Dh∂h¯0
∂x¯
→ 0. (C.3)
An additional region is required to facilitate the matching with outer 1 and explain
(C.2) due to the change in the order of magnitude in the carbon dioxide diffusivity. We
denote this region inner 1, the scalings for which are determined by the value of q. We
consider first the case 1 < q < m+ 1 and we apply the scalings
x = s(t) + ǫ2−
2
m








































Note that in this case, the transition region is larger in size than the interior (reaction)
layer and that the asymptotic structure for q > m+ 1 is quite different. Posing
C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ
2
m


























After matching to outer 1 and the inner inner we have, for 1 < q < m+ 1
C¯0 = c0(s

















For q = 1, the transition region is of the same size as the reaction layer and so the
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spatial scaling (C.4) is modified to
x = s(t) + ǫ2(S(t) + X¯),
where 1 < S(t) < 1/ǫ2. Posing
C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ2C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
we obtain (C.5) with the diffusion term entering the leading order hydroxide equation





















When 0 < q < 1, the transition region is narrower than the inner inner. We
introduce the scalings
x = s(t) + ǫ2+
1−q




C¯ ∼ C¯0 + ǫ2+
1−q
m C¯1, H¯ ∼ H¯0,
























for X¯ > 0
0 for X¯ < 0.
The inner inner region is now restricted to x¯ > 0 with the inner 1 matching conditions
(C.6a) occurring as x¯→ 0+.
Summarising, for δ ≤ ǫ2, we obtain the same one-phase micro-macro problem as in
the equivalent parameter regime in chapter 3.
The case ǫ2 < δ < ǫ
This case is more involved, where the reaction zone splits into four regions. In
progressing from outer 2 to outer 1, we label the regions as inner 2, inner inner 2, inner
inner 1, and finally inner 1. It is worth mentioning that for the special case q = m,
inner inner 1 and inner inner 2 are equivalent and correspond to the inner inner region
in section (3.1.2) .
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The scalings for the inner 2 region are given by





Xˆ, c = 0, h = Hˆ, Dc = ǫ
2Dˆc,
where c is actually exponentially small in ǫ if p ≥ 1. The governing equation for the













together with the outer 2 matching conditions









and for matching with inner inner 2, we have the behaviour
as Xˆ → 0+ Hˆ0 → 0, Dh∂Hˆ0
∂Xˆ
→ s˙h0(s+, t).











For the inner inner 2 region, we adopt the scalings
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together with the inner 2 matching conditions








and the inner inner 1 matching behaviour










if q < m. (C.10b)
For the inner inner 1 region, we adopt the scalings



























































For q < m we pose the expansions
c¯ ∼ c¯0 + ǫ
m1−q
2




At leading order for q ≤ m, we have (C.8) together with the inner inner 2 matching
conditions










if q < m, (C.12b)
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and the inner 1 matching behaviour












if q < m, (C.13b)
h¯0 → 0. (C.13c)
To allow matching between the inner inner 1 and outer 1, an inner 1 region is
required. The scalings are determined by the size of δ relative to a critical value
δCR = ǫ
2m+1−q
m and the value of q. We consider first the case 1 < q < m+ 1, for which
ǫ2 < δCR < ǫ. In this case, the transition region is larger in size than the inner inner 1
region and the asymptotic structure for q > m+ 1 will be quite different. For δ < δCR
the scalings (C.4) apply, as does the subsequent analysis culminating in (C.6). This
also pertains when δ = δCR, with the modification of the diffusion term entering the
leading order hydroxide equation. For δ > δCR, the scalings need adjusting to












































































































After matching to outer 1 and inner inner 1, we obtain (C.6a) and taking Dh constant,
for q > 1
H¯0 =
(






For the range q ≤ 1, we note that δCR ≤ ǫ2 and so it is the regime just discussed that
occurs with slight modifications. For q = 1, the inner 1 region is the same size as the
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inner inner 1 and so the spatial scaling in (C.14) is modified to
x = s(t) + δ(S(t) + X¯), (C.20)
where 1 < S(t) < 1/δ. We again obtain (C.5) - (C.6a) but now, taking Dh constant
















When q < 1, the inner 1 region is narrower than inner inner 1. The scalings are as in
(C.14) and again we have (C.6a) and (C.19), where the latter solution is now restricted
to X¯ > 0 and continued by zero for X¯ < 0. The inner inner 1 region is now restricted
to x¯ > 0 with the inner 1 matching conditions (C.6a) occurring as x¯→ 0+.
To finalise, the matching behaviour of inner 1 to outer 1 is







Hence, for ǫ2 < δ < ǫ, we obtain the following one-phase micro-macro problem











on x = 0 −Dc∂c0
∂x
= H(1− c0),
on x = s(t) c0 = Φ1(s˙), −Dc0
∂c0
∂x
= s˙(µc0δmq + hi(s)),
at t = 0 c0 = ci(x) for 0 ≤ x ≤ s0, s = s0,





















= −s˙(µc¯0δmq + hi(s)),
with





as x¯→ −∞ c¯0 → Φ1(s˙), h¯0 → 0.
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This is as in the equivalent parameter regime in chapter 3 but with some terms disap-
pearing for q < m.
The case δ = ǫ
At the end of Stage I carbonation (where the reaction zone remains at the outer
surface), stage II carbonation takes place in which the reaction zone moves into the
concrete.
In this case, the reaction zone comprises three regions. We have an inner inner 1
region which allows the CO2 concentration to fall to o(1) and an inner inner 2 region
that matches the order 1 flux of the hydroxide from the outer 2 region. Again an
inner 1 region is needed to accommodate the fall in CO2 diffusivity, allowing matching
between the inner inner 1 and outer 1 regions. We only consider the parameter range
q ≤ m and we note that, when q = m, the inner inner 1 and inner inner 2 regions
coincide.
The details can be deduced from the previous case (ǫ2 < δ < ǫ) by setting δ = ǫ.
Consequently, for the inner inner 2 region, the scalings (C.7) apply with ǫ¯1 = ǫ
2(m−q)
mp+p+q+1
and ǫ¯2 = ǫ
2(p+1)
mp+p+q+1 so that again we obtain (C.8) as the leading order equations. Since
there is now no inner 2 region in this case, the matching conditions (C.9) now apply
to outer 2, with Hˆ0 being replaced by h0. Similarly, for the inner inner 1 region, the
scalings (C.11) apply with ǫ2 = ǫ
2
m+1 and we obtain (C.8) at leading order. The inner
1 matching conditions (C.13) remain the same as do the details for the inner 1 region
as given by (C.14)-(C.21). Finally, the matching from inner inner 2 to inner inner 1
and vice versa as done in (C.10) and (C.12) respectively, also remains the same.
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